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Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10407-101 1003 9 4.8:1 100/0.16 59cm 195g
10407-201 2000 9 4.8:1 130/0.25 63cm 230g
10407-251 2500 9 4.8:1 160/0.28 71cm 245g
10407-256 2506 9 4.8:1 140/0.18 71cm 230g
10407-301 3000 9 4.8:1 190/0.30 81cm 280g
  

In Japan the new CERTATE debuted with great success in March 2010 
and was immediately well appreciated among Japanese specialists. The 
pioneering innovation within the new CERTATE range is the patented MAG 
SEALED mechanism. By use of nanotechnology from the automobile in-
dustry, the gear is sealed with magnetic oil. Like this no water and no 
disruptive salt crystals can get into the body. Thus, an everlasting smooth 
running and winding is achieved. The gearing is cut out of one piece by a 
CNC-machine and sustains even the hardest strains. The new CERTATE 
offers Japanese High-Tech in perfect manner.

THE NEW CERTATE

REVOLITIONARY LIFESPAN
When a new DAIWA reel comes out, the anglers are always amazed by the little weight and the perfection of the mechanical parts. We presented the 
first CERTATE with the revolutionary REAL FOUR concept to the astonished public in 2004. This reel series became the flagship and standard for further 
reel series based on the REAL FOUR concept. Until now. Hereby we present the CERTATE. Many revolutionary new developments are integrated in this 
reel series - all based on the sensational new oil, which is used for this reel by DAIWA. It‘s a special magnetic oil, which has been developed by the 
NASA to transport fuel bases on the magnetic principle. An oil like this is not available in the super market. It has to be manufactured under most difficult 
circumstances. The embedded ferric oxide, which is necessary for the magnetic field has a diameter of 1/100.000mm and is that small, that the surface 
of a single particle has the tenth of the size of an influenza virus. The molecules in this new „metal oil“ are capable of changing. If they are exposed to 
a magnetic field, they change their shape and the oil forms a fluid seal. This magnetic oil is that strong, that it would stick to a magnetic bucket, even 
if the bottom was cut out. Such a seal, based on the principle of liquid magnetic oil, produces nearly no friction, isolates perfectly and prevents even  
penetrating of little dust particles. The big challenge for the DAIWA engineers was the development of a reel, which is designed for the principle of the 
magnetic oil to generate a kind of liquid membrane, that prevents water penetration.

The new CERTATE proves the competitiveness of our leading engineers in the DAIWA development team - they created a reel of superlatives. The design 
of the new CERTATE is based on the idea of keeping water away from the reel. Especially for sea fisherman an inspiring vision, since this promises a  
longer lifespan, no rusting and better functioning. If salt water penetrates the reel and dries, it crystallizes and corrodes the gear as well as the ball  
bearings. The simplest solution for integrating a seal would have been the usage of a rubber seal. 

But this would cause such a high friction, that an isolation of the rotor and axis would have been impossible. Only the use of a metallic oil in combination 
with a magnet provides the desired isolation effect. Years of research and development were necessary to develop such an isolation for a fishing reel. We 
call this fluid isolation MAG SEAL. 

The magnetic oil barrier does not only prevent the penetration of water, it also increases the free movement and sensitivity of the reel. Like this it  
provides a better connection to the lure, detects softer bites faster and gains an increased feeling during the fight with the fish. We call this new effects 
REEL SENSIVITY. 

Especially for this new feeling we have developed a complete new Air rotor. First of all the enormous strains, which affect the rotor via the line and the line 
roller are better distributed. This causes less pressure on the single parts of the rotor. The new rotor is 15% more lightweight than usual rotors of the same 
material - this reduces vibrations and enhances the rotational balance thanks to a very low centre of gravity.

Axis

Magnetic 
field

Magnet
Oil

 

Metal Reel

REAL FOUR concept  ►
9 Steel ball bearings (incl. 4  „CRBB“)  ►
Washable construction  ►
Aluminium body, waterproof  ►
MAG SEALED  ►
DigiGear II CNC-cut gearing  ►
Cold forged ABS-II aluminium spool  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Tough AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Silent oscillation  ►
Made in Japan  ►
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EXIST HYPER CUSTOM 2508

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10120-259 2508 11 4.8:1 150/0,24 71cm 245g
  

EXIST HYPER BRANZINO 
CUSTOM 2508R

Nearly identical with the EXIST HYPER CUSTOM BRANZINO 2508R, this 
EXIST HYPER CUSTOM 2508 impresses by it s technical design.

REAL FOUR concept  ►
11 „CRBB“ ball bearings  ►
Washable construction  ►
Machine cut aluminium handle  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
ABS long cast spool  ►
Hyper DigiGear cut gearing  ►
Silent oscillation system  ►
AirBail titanium coated (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Hardcase transportation bag  ►
Made in Japan  ►

REAL FOUR concept  ►
11 „CRBB“ ball bearings  ►
Washable construction  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Air Metal magnesium reel body  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Machine cut aluminium handle  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
ABS long cast spool (super lightweight AIR spool)  ►
Hyper DigiGear cut gearing  ►
Silent oscillation system  ►
AirBail titanium coated (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Hardcase transportation bag  ►
Made in Japan  ►

DIGIGEAR
Machined, digitally developed gearing for maximum performance and 
endurance. Embeded in our Hardbody Z aluminium body, it transmits 
smoothly and efficiently the power of the handle directly to the rotor.

Metal Reel Metal Reel

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10121-250 2508R 11 4,8:1 150/0,24 71cm 230g
  

With the new EXIST HC BRANZINO 2508R, DAIWA celebrates reel en-
gineering on the highest technical level. The combination of magnesium 
for the body construction and superior quality metal parts for the gearing 
offers, all in all, a perfect unit that is outstanding referring to lightness and 
smooth winding. The gearing is cut of a special metal alloy that is also 
used for the SALTIGA reels and stands highest strains. An ultra-light Ja-
panese woven carbon fibre coated aluminium spool is made by a unique 
production procedure, which further reduces the weight of the reel. Due 
to the semi-shallow spool the reel is ideally suited for fishing with thin 
monofilament lines and with extreme thin braids. The perfect reel for light 
fishing with small lures for zander, perch, trout and for coarse fishing.

  

DAIWA Reel Technology DAIWA Reel Technology

The AIRBAIL reel handle
The AIRBAIL reel handle is hollow. Therefore it is very light, extremely strong and resilient. 
The special, strengthening construction prevents the twisting of the line around the handle, which was a problem for spin anglers in the past.

This picture shows the line directly 
after closing the handle. You can 
clearly see the line.

When you start winding the line, 
the point of contact between line 
and handle moves to the line roller.

The line is directly lead to the line 
roller with the help of the “Air Bail” 
handle.

Here seen in enlargement.SILENT OSCILLATION
By the special position and guidance of the oscillation-gear wheels we 
improved the smoothness of the gear in comparison to usual systems 
of similar construction.

Front drag reelsFront drag reels

Every reel with own serial number

Every reel with own serial number
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Metal Reel

REAL FOUR concept  ►
11 „CRBB“ ball bearings  ►
Washable construction  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Twist Buster II  ►
HardBody-Z body with Air Metal rotor  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
Machine cut aluminium handle  ►
Twist Buster II line roller, TiN coated (Patent-Nr. EP0876760BI)  ►
 Forged super long distance casting aluminium spool    ►
with TiN spool rim
Hyper DigiGear  ►
Air Rotation system  ►
Silent oscillation system  ►
AirBail titanium coated (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Water-protected drag  ►
Made in Japan  ►

MORETHAN BRANZINO 3000

With this reel from the JAPAN range, DAIWA is demonstrating its skill and 
power to develop a reel. Once you hold the MORETHAN in your hand for 
the first time, you never want to put it away again. It is absolutely unique 
on the markets regarding its design and features. This reel is fitted with the 
HYPER DIGIGEAR, the same es in the SALTIGA series. The rotor is made 
from aluminium-magnesium alloy that combines lightness with solidity 
and power. The spool is drilled from solid aluminium block and is covered 
with real woven carbon mesh, that is usually used for car and fishing rod  
industry. A reel that makes your dreams come true!

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10120-300 3000 11 4.8:1 185/0.30 81cm 280g
  

 

Rotor

Front drag reels

DAIWA Reel Technology

Zaion

Under strain of 10kg

Metal Reel

After the overwhelming success of the INFINITY Q in the past years, now 
also the follow-up model INFINITY Q ZAION convinces. Within the line  
roller we have implemented a new generation of ball bearings. Now sounds 
of the reel after fishing in salt water belong to the past. The gearing is fully 
CNC cut and offers exceptional smooth winding and loads of power. The 
perfect reel for fishing for sea trout and pike.

REAL FOUR concept  ►
9 Steel ball bearings (incl. 4  „CRBB“)  ►
Washable construction  ►
DigiGear II cut gearing  ►
Zaion rotor  ►
Air Rotation system  ►
Forged aluminium long cast spool with TiN coated spool rim  ►
Sealed drag system  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Anodised aluminium handle  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Made in Japan  ►

INFINITY Q ZAION

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10409-302 3000 9 4.8:1 270/0.25 81cm 280g
  

Nylon/ABS

ZAION
ZAION is a new material developed by Daiwa to built reel 
bodies and rotors. AIRITY is the first reel to be made from 
this material. The big advantage of this material is its light-
ness and solidity. ZAION is a kind of „High Density“ carbon 
strain material, which is made for highest performance and 
to resist maximum impact. Due to ZAION, it is possible 
to construct a lightweight reel body that durably supports 
the gearing. The strength of ZAION corresponds to mag- 
nesium and is 20% stronger than Nylon/ABS material, 
usually used for reel bodies.  ZAION is about 50% lighter 
than aluminium.

Magnesium

Front drag reels
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LUVIAS 1003

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10121-100 1003 6 4,7:1 100/0,15 59cm 160g
  

This reel was specially developed for ultra-light fishing, which is gaining 
popularity and impresses by its small reel body and its light weight. By 
the use of the ZAION-material the construction of an extreme lightweight 
but wear resistant reel body was achieved. The perfectly sensible working 
drag enables fishing with very thin, monofilament lines up to 0.12mm.

REAL FOUR concept  ►
6 Ball bearings (incl. 2 „CRBB“)  ►
Washable construction  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Twist Buster II  ►
Zaion reel body and rotor  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Machine cut aluminium handle  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
ABS long cast spool  ►
DigiGear II gearing  ►
Silent oscillation system  ►
AirBail titanium coated (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

R`NESSA
The exclusive spinning reel for pike, zander and sea trout fishing. Thanks 
to the front drag with push button spool, the spool can be changed within 
seconds like at a rear drag reel, without abandoning the benefits of the 
use of large drag discs. The drag is water resistant in order to protect the 
reel when wading.

REAL FOUR concept  ►
Washable construction  ►
5 Ball bearings (incl. 2 „CRBB“)  ►
DigiGear II cut gearing  ►
Push button technology  ►
Waterproof gear  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Fast snap handle  ►
ABS aluminium long cast spool  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Air Rotation system  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
Stainless steel screws  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10425-025 2500 5 4.7:1 190/0.25 70cm 280g
10425-030 3000 5 4.7:1 185/0.30 70cm 275g
  

Metal Reel

Front drag reels

Front drag reels

DAIWA Reel Technology

SEAGATE E 3500QD

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10204-351 3500 7 5,3:1 190/0,32 91cm 395g
  

With the SEAGATE-E 3500 QD DAIWA presents a real power tool that is 
both ideally suitable for the demanding, heavy fishing with large shads and 
for light sea fishing. Specially for pike fishing the QD drag shows great ad-
vantage as a totally closed drag is preferred to set the hook. But, if the fish 
bites close to the rod, this often means loosing the fish as the drag cannot 
be opened fast enough to absorb strong power. By the QD drag system 
the drag position can be adjusted from totally closed to almost open by 
only half a turn - ideal for those critical situations. The large EVA handle 
knob shows a better power transmission and a better grip for fishing in 
cold conditions during winter. The SEAGATE E 3500QD is the perfect reel 
for the Bodden waters in Germany!

7 Ball bearings (incl. 2 „CRBB“)  ►
HardBody-Z reel body  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
QD drag system  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Machine cut aluminium handle  ►
EVA handle knob  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
ABS aluminium long cast spool  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Silent oscillation system  ►
AirBail titanium coated (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

Metal Reel

HARDBODY-Z
We have a new metal alloy, we have a new, more 
precise processing and we have the know- 
ledge for building precise, durable and very light-
weight metal reels. We call this technology the 
HARDBODY-Z concept. These reels have a tech-
nological advantage and they are not – compared 
to other synthetic reels – more expensive and in 
comparison to our traditional reels they have an 
economic price.

Front drag reels
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EXCELER

Metal Reel

Front drag reels

TEAM DAIWA MATCH / FEEDER

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10123-250 2508 6 4.7:1 150/0.23 70cm 265g
10123-300 3012 6 4.7:1 195/0.27 79cm 285g
10123-400 4012 6 4.9:1 150/0.28 86cm 360g
  

EXCELER Z
Front drag reels

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10211-250 2500 7 4.7:1 190/0.25 70cm 255g
10211-300 3000 7 4.7:1 185/0.30 79cm 275g
10211-400 4000 7 4.9:1 270/0.30 87cm 350g
  

EXCELER X

EXCELER S

Front drag reels

Front drag reels

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10212-100 1000 4 4.7:1 110/0.20 58cm 220g
10212-150 1500 4 4.7:1 140/0.20 60cm 220g
10212-250 2500 4 4.7:1 190/0.25 70cm 260g
10212-300 3000 4 4.7:1 185/0.30 79cm 285g
10212-350 3500 4 4.9:1 220/0.30 84cm 360g
10212-400 4000 4 4.9:1 270/0.30 87cm 360g
  

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10213-100 1000 4 4.7:1 110/0.20 58cm 255g
10213-150 1500 4 4.7:1 140/0.20 60cm 255g
10213-250 2500 4 4.7:1 190/0.25 70cm 290g
10213-300 3000 4 4.7:1 185/0.30 79cm 315g
10213-350 3500 4 4.9:1 220/0.30 84cm 400g
10213-400 4000 4 4.9:1 270/0.30 87cm 400g
  

For 2011, Daiwa introduces a new series of Match – and Feeder reels 
with single handle. The combination of a large diameter ABS spool and 
the Twist Buster II line roller ensures long casting distances and reduced 
line twist. The exclusive High Impact line clip steadily avoids the line being 
damaged. Modell 4012 has especially been developed for Feederfishing 
– the solid shaft can easily stand the great strains of heavy cage feeders. 
Thanks to the wide spool, both casting distance and line retrieval could 
be optimized. The gear ratio of 4.9:1 accomplishes perfect power trans-
mission.

6 Ball bearings (incl. 2 „CRBB“)  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Advanced Locomotive Levelwind line lay  ►
HIP line clip (with spring)  ►
Shallow, forged aluminium ABS spool  ►
Shallow, forged aluminium ABS spare spool  ►
Fast snap aluminium handle  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

Thanks to the use of 7 CRBB ball bearings and special surface treatment, 
this reel is also ideally suited for saltwater fishing for sea trout, sea bass 
and cod. The DIGIGEAR gearing contributes to a perfect and smooth  
winding power and resists hardest strains.

The EXCELER-X isn’t just an optical beauty, but convinces with its  
technical features. The CRBB ball bearings provide smooth and long-term 
running even in salt water and the special ABS spool with its big spool 
diameter ensures long casting distances. The Advanced Locomotive  
Levelwind System enables a perfect line lay, even if very thin braided lines 
are used.

Great features and a perfect price-performance ratio. The EXELER-S  
convinces both in design and with its technical features. The smaller sizes 
1000 and 1500 perfectly suite for Ultra-Light Fishing with small and tiny 
lures which is gaining popularity.

7 „CRBB“ ball bearings  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Advanced Locomotive Levelwind line lay  ►
ABS spool  ►
CNC cut aluminium spool  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►

Reliability, smooth rotation and a perfectly working drag system – these are the attributes of this completely new developed EXCELER series. Due to the 
perfect line lay, the EXELER reels suit both for usage of very thin braided and monofilament lines.

4 „CRBB“ ball bearings  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
ABS spool  ►
Advanced Locomotive Levelwind line lay  ►
CNC cut aluminium handle  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►

4 Ball bearings  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
ABS spool  ►
Advanced Locomotive Levelwind line lay  ►
Fast snap aluminium handle  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►
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CALDIA X

REAL FOUR concept  ►
5 Ball bearings (incl. 1 „CRBB“)  ►
Washable construction  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Twist Buster II  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
Air Rotation system  ►
Silent oscillation system  ►

Twist Buster line roller with titanium coating (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Forged super long distance casting aluminium spool  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
CNC cut aluminium handle  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

Metal Reel

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10408-320 2000 5 4.7:1 100/0.28 62cm 250g
10408-325 2500 5 4.7:1 155/0.28 70cm 285g
10408-330 3000 5 4.7:1 185/0.30 79cm 320g
10408-335 3500 5 4.7:1 155/0.32 83cm 385g
10408-340 4000 5 4.8:1 190/0.35 86cm 390g
  

The CALIDA X offers all advantages of the REAL FOUR construction con-
cept. REAL FOUR means superior technology, practical use and extreme 
durability. Made for professional fishing for predators and seatrout ang-
lers.

Front drag reels

PROCASTER Xi
The PROCASTER Xi series is the ideal all-round series for anglers due 
to its large range. Depending on the size the PROCASTER Xi is ideal for 
fishing with a spin, match, or feeder rod. The equipment is better than the 
average for this price class that conveys big trust.

Anti Backlash system (ABS)  ►
10 Ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Flat-Wind oscillation  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Fast snap handle  ►
Twist Buster line roller, TiN coated (Patent-Nr. EP0876760BI)  ►
Twist Buster  ►
Aluminium long cast spool  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10210-150 1500 10 5.3:1 140/0.20 68cm 290g
10210-200 2000 10 5.3:1 125/0.25 70cm 290g
10210-250 2500 10 5.3:1 155/0.28 79cm 325g
10210-300 3000 10 5.3:1 185/0.30 79cm 325g
10210-350 3500 10 5.3:1 190/0.32 91cm 425g
10210-400 4000 10 5.3:1 190/0.35 94cm 425g
  

Front drag reels

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10215-200 2000 3 5.1:1 125/0.25 70cm 300g
10215-250 2500 3 5.1:1 155/0.28 79cm 310g
10215-350 3500 3 5.1:1 220/0.30 91cm 410g
10215-400 4000 3 5.1:1 190/0.35 94cm 420g
  

RSi
Front drag reels

3 Ball bearings  ►
Anti Backlash system (ABS)  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Flat-Wind oscillation  ►
Fast snap handle  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Aluminium long cast spool  ►
Spare spool  ►
Twist Buster  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Wooden handle knob  ►

CROSSFIRE X
The CROSSFIRE X Series is an all-round series with an excellent  
price performance ratio. 5 ball bearings enable a very smooth and round  
action.

5 Ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
ABS aluminium long cast spool  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Stainless steel screws  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10109-150 1500 5 5.3:1 140/0.20 68cm 290g
10109-200 2000 5 5.3:1 125/0.25 70cm 290g
10109-250 2500 5 5.3:1 190/0.25 79cm 320g
10109-300 3000 5 5.3:1 185/0.30 79cm 320g
10109-350 3500 5 5.3:1 220/0.30 91cm 420g
10109-400 4000 5 5.3:1 190/0.35 94cm 420g
  

Front drag reels

SWEEPFIRE X

The SWEEPFIRE X has a top price performance ratio. The large range of 
different sizes offers the right model for every purpose.

1 Ball bearing  ►
Multi-Stop anti-reverse  ►
ABS aluminium long cast spool  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Flat-Wind oscillation, Stainless steel screws  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10108-100 1000 1 4.8:1 110/0.20 54cm 190g
10108-150 1500 1 5.3:1 140/0.20 68cm 275g
10108-200 2000 1 5.3:1 125/0.25 70cm 275g
10108-250 2500 1 5.3:1 190/0.25 79cm 305g
10108-300 3000 1 5.3:1 185/0.30 79cm 305g
10108-350 3500 1 5.3:1 220/0.30 91cm 405g
10108-400 4000 1 5.3:1 270/0.30 94cm 405g
  

Front drag reels
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PROCASTER X

MEGAFORCE X

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10109-155 1550 7 5,2:1 130/0,20 69cm 335g
10109-205 2050 7 5,2:1 110/0,25 75cm 340g
10109-255 2550 7 5,2:1 150/0,25 82cm 360g
10109-305 3050 7 5,2:1 160/0,30 85cm 365g
  

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10108-155 1550 3 5,2:1 130/0,20 69cm 330g
10108-205 2050 3 5,2:1 110/0,25 75cm 335g
10108-255 2550 3 5,2:1 150/0,25 82cm 355g
10108-305 3050 3 5,2:1 160/0,30 85cm 360g
  

The PROCASTER X fighting drag reels satisfy even highest demands.  
7 ball bearings offer smooth running, the fighting drag allows very quick 
adjustment of the drag power in critical situations. A superb reel with  
modern design made by DAIWA.

Many clients have often asked us for a fighting drag reel by DAIWA. For 
the season 2010 we present the fighting drag reel in typical DAIWA quality 
at a phantastic price-performance ratio.

7 Ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Fighting drag  ►
Finely adjustable rear drag  ►
ABS aluminium long cast spool  ►
ABS aluminium spare spool  ►
Shallow ABS aluminium spare spool  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
One-Touch fast snap handle  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Airbail made of stainless steel (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

3 Ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Fighting drag  ►
Finely adjustable rear drag  ►
ABS aluminium long cast spool  ►
ABS aluminium spare spool  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

DAIWA Reel Technology

DAIWA INFINITY SYSTEM
A weak point of many reels  - the 
most reliable part of a DAIWA reel. 
Only high quality parts, made of 
steel are used.

TWIST BUSTER SYSTEM
It reduces the twisting of the line 
during the retrieval. So one re-
ason for the twisting of the line 
has been eliminated.

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10106-155 1550 1 5,2:1 130/0,20 69cm 300g
10106-205 2050 1 5,2:1 110/0,25 75cm 310g
10106-255 2550 1 5,2:1 150/0,25 82cm 330g
10106-305 3050 1 5,2:1 160/0,30 85cm 335g
  

1 Ball bearing  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Finely adjustable rear drag  ►
ABS aluminium long cast spool  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

SWEEPFIRE X
The SWEEPFIRE X rear drag reels impress by the well balanced winding 
and the perfect line-lay - a superior rear drag reel by DAIWA.

CROSSFIRE X
The CROSSFIRE X series is a real allround series suitable for almost all 
kinds of fishing. 5 Ball bearings offer a very smooth winding. A great reel 
with an outstanding price-performance ratio!

5 Ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Finely adjustable rear drag  ►
ABS aluminium long cast spool  ►
ABS aluminium spare spool  ►
One-Touch fast snap handle  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10107-155 1550 5 5,2:1 130/0,20 69cm 310g
10107-205 2050 5 5,2:1 110/0,25 75cm 320g
10107-255 2550 5 5,2:1 150/0,25 82cm 340g
10107-305 3050 5 5,2:1 160/0,30 85cm 345g
  

Fighting drag reels

Fighting drag reels

Rear drag reels

Rear drag reels

DAIWA Reel Technology

ABS - ANTI BACKLASH SYSTEM
The super system, that allows long casts and prevents line twist reliably. The running of the line from the 
spool usually occurs in different big loops. The best approach for preventing twist of the line is the generation 
of large windings. DAIWA reels with ABS have spools, which are constructed in such way that they have a 
spool guide of a very large diameter. This spool guide is winding towards the top of the spool. The line winds 
regularly from the spool to prevent the twisting of the line. Thanks to this system longer casts are possible.
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Rear drag reels

HARRIER MATCH

A high-class match reel for match-and ledger fishing. The reel is also well 
suited for sbirolino fishing and thin monofilament lines for trout & Co.

6 Ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Finely adjustable rear drag  ►
Shallow ABS match aluminium long cast spool  ►
ABS aluminium spare spool  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
One-Touch fast snap handle  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Airbail made of stainless steel (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10110-255 2553 6 5.2:1 160/0.16 69cm 315g
10110-305 3053 6 5.2:1 120/0.20 75cm 335g
  

DAIWA Reel Technology

CROSS WINDING
The special winding of braided lines is 
crucial for catching fish successfully.

REGAL-Z BR

REGAL-X BR
Encapsulated reels

Light reel with free spool lever. With this reel there will be no twisting of 
the line.

US 80 XE

Art.-No. model ratio m/ømm wt.
10701-080 US80XE 4.3:1 95/0.22 260g
  

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10141-353 3500 6 4.9:1 220/0.30 86cm 480g
10141-403 4000 6 4.9:1 270/0.30 86cm 480g
10141-453 4500 6 4.6:1 270/0.35 99cm 750g
10141-503 5000 6 4.6:1 230/0.40 99cm 750g
  

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10140-353 3500 3 4.9:1 220/0.30 86cm 480g
10140-403 4000 3 4.9:1 270/0.30 86cm 480g
10140-453 4500 3 4.6:1 270/0.35 99cm 685g
10140-503 5000 3 4.6:1 230/0.40 99cm 685g
  

Free spool reels

For 2011 Daiwa presents a completely new developed REGAL-BR series. 
This new BR-series features innovative design, great retrieve power and a 
very sensitive bite n’ run mechanism.

6 Ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Forged ABS aluminium spool with spool rim  ►
Advanced Locomotive Levelwind line lay  ►
Fast snap handle  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Finely adjustable „Bite ´n Run“ mechanism  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Forged aluminium spare spool  ►

3 Ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
ABS long cast spool  ►
Advanced Locomotive Levelwind line lay  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Finely adjustable „Bite ´n Run“ mechanism  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Spare spool  ►
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Big Pit ReelsFree spool big pit reels

INFINITY X BRA

The ultimate compact carp free spool reel. With the INFINITY X BRA for 
extreme waters the carp angler gets a „weapon“ he has waited for so 
long.

4 Ball bearings  ►
Anti Backlash system (ABS)  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
WormShaft oscillation system  ►
Adjustable free spool  ►
Fast snap handle  ►
Aluminium long cast spool  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►
Twist Buster  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Wooden handle knob  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10030-500 5000 4 4.4:1 370/0.35 100cm 760g
10030-550 5500 4 4.4:1 450/0.35 100cm 795g
  

With the TOURNAMENT QD Spool you quickly can convert a normal reel 
to a Quickdrag reel. Suitable for the reels TOURNAMENT ENTOH and 
EMBLEM EXCELER.

TOURNAMENT QD Quickdrag Spool

 

Quick Drag spool

TOURNAMENT BASIAIR QD
With the TOURNAMENT BASIAIR QD DAIWA is impressively demon-
strating the state-of the-art techniques of modern reel construction 
and design „Made in Japan“. By the perfect combination of lightweight  
magnesium and ZAION material, the BASIAIR QD achieves lightness and 
power, which has never be seen before at the market. These reels are 
large, stable and robust. Once you pick this reel in your hands you won’t 
believe its appearance. In the European carp scene this reel is already a 
sensation.

12 Ball bearings (including 9 „CRBB“)  ►
Zaion rotor  ►
Air Metal magnesium body  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
DigiGear II cut gearing  ►
WormShaft oscillation system  ►
Forged aluminium long cast spool with TiN coated spool rim  ►
Round high impact line clip  ►
Quick drag system (QD)  ►
CNC cut aluminium handle  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
GyroSpin  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10120-147 TB QD 12 4.1:1 240/0.32 88cm 440g
  

DAIWA WASHABLE PRINCIPLE
Our reels with the construction concept WASHABLE can be cleaned 
under running water without damaging the function of the reel. Neither  
afterwards nor later.

DAIWA Reel Technology

CRBB BALL BEARINGS
CRBB stands for “corrosion resistant ball bearing”, and means saltwater 
resistant, rust free ball bearing. CRBB Ball Bearings are 12 times more 
saltwater resistant in comparison to usual ball bearings.

 

Magnesium Body

Metal Reel

Art.-No.
10123-500 QD Spule Grösse 5000
10123-550 QD Spule Grösse 5500

Zaion Rotor
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Big Pit ReelsBig Pit Reels

TOURNAMENT BASIA 45QDX
The TOURNAMENT BASIA QD has gained superior reputation in very 
short time  and is considered as one of the best carp reels on the  
market – the follow up, the TOURNAMENT BASIA 45 QDX will increase 
this reputation. The new “BLACK BASIA”, as it is called by our consultants 
comes with a spare spool!

7 Ball bearings  ►
Air Metal magnesium body  ►
Air Metal magnesium rotor  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
DigiGear II cut gearing  ►
WormShaft oscillation system  ►
2 round, elastic line clips  ►
Quick drag system (QD)  ►
CNC cut aluminium handle  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10120-146 TB QDX 7 4.1:1 240/0.32 88cm 490g
  

 

TOURNAMENT BASIA CARP QD
Our ultimate long distance casting carp reel with long aluminium spool 
and perfect line guide. The body consists of a magnesium-aluminium alloy 
and therefore the reel is very lightweight. The QUICK DRAG system can 
be changed with half a turn of the drag from free spooling to the maximal 
drag.

7 Ball bearings  ►
Air Metal magnesium body  ►
Air Metal magnesium rotor  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
WormShaft oscillation system  ►
DURA aluminium gears  ►
Machine cut aluminium handle  ►
 Airbail made of stainless steel    ►
(Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)
Quick drag system (QD)  ►
Forged aluminium long cast spool  ►
Twist Buster  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Wooden handle knob  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10120-145 45A 7 4.1:1 200/0.32 88cm 525g
  

 

Big Pit Reels

Metal Reel

Metal Reel

The bail is turned by hand.

QD-QUICK DRAG System
Integrated free spooling in the drag: 
Half a turn of the drag from free spoo-
ling to the maximum drag.

QD-QUICK DRAG System
Integrated free spooling in the drag: Half a turn of the drag from free 
spooling to the maximum drag. TOURNAMENT ENTOH

The high-class follow-up model of the world-famous TOURNAMENT S. 
This reel will amaze carp specialists as well as sea fishing specialists.

HardBody-Z  ►
9 Ball bearings  ►
1 „CRBB“ ball bearing  ►
Anti Backlash system (ABS)  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
DURA aluminium gears  ►
WormShaft oscillation system  ►
Aluminium handle  ►
 Twist Buster line roller    ►
(Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)
Aluminium long cast spool  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Wooden handle knob  ►

 

The bail is turned by hand.

Metal Reel

Big Pit Reels

 

EMBLEM PRO
This is the altered version of the EMBLEM EXCELER and offers the additional, 
innovative self-centering-system, that always brings the bail, the line roller and 
therefore also the line into the optimal casting position when the self-centering 
button below the body is pushed. Of course the EMBLEM PRO also is featured 
with the INFINITE  anti-reverse and WORMSHAFT oscillation.

5 Ball bearings  ►
1 „CRBB“ ball bearing  ►
Anti Backlash system (ABS)  ►
Self-Centering system  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
DURA aluminium gears  ►
WormShaft oscillation system  ►
Fast snap handle  ►
 Twist Buster line roller   ►
(Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)
Aluminium long cast spool  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

SELF-CENTERING system of the EMBLEM PRO.

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10124-050 5000 10 4.1:1 280/0.40 82cm 590g
10124-055 5500 10 4.1:1 270/0.45 82cm 605g
  

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10126-500 5000 6 5.1:1 280/0.40 122cm 670g
10126-550 5500 6 5.1:1 270/0.45 122cm 680g
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Big Pit Reels

Big Pit Reels

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10129-451 4500 4 4,9:1 270/0,35 102cm 645g
10129-501 5000 4 4,9:1 280/0,40 102cm 640g
10129-551 5500 4 4,9:1 210/0,50 102cm 640g
   

4 Ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
WormShaft oscillation  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Conical aluminium long cast spool  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►
Round high impact line clip  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
GyroSpin  ►

WINDCAST S

With the WINDCAST series DAIWA offers 3 BIG PIT models, which are applicable for surfcast and carp fishing. The extra strong axis and the Wormshaft 
guarantee a trouble-free fight with the fish even under harshest strains. The low transmission of 4.9:1 provides a good force transmission and a long 
lifespan of the gear.

WINDCAST X
5 „CRBB“ ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
WormShaft oscillation  ►
Quick drag system (QD)  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
CNC cut handle  ►
Conical aluminium long cast spool  ►
Conical aluminium spare spool  ►
Round high impact line clip  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Airbail made of stainless steel (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
GyroSpin  ►

This is Daiwa’s new Big Pit reel with an incredible price-performance ratio. 
The Wormshaft gearing warrants perfect line lay and an enormous retrieve 
power. Thanks to the gear ratio of 4.9:1 and the big spool diameter, this 
reel has a retrieval of 102cm! It is a perfect reel for Carp- and Surfcast 
fishing. The 5000LD (Long Distance) model holds the huge line capacity 
of a 6000 sized spool – but features the small and light body of a 5000 
sized reel.

3 Ball bearings  ►
WormShaft oscillation  ►
Conical aluminium long cast spool  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Distortion proof aluminium handle  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►

Big Pit Reels

CROSSCAST S

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10128-500 5000 3 4.9:1 280/0.40 102cm 635g
10128-550 5500 3 4.9:1 270/0.45 102cm 635g
10128-600 5000LD 3 4.9:1 310/0.45 102cm 635g
  

Big Pit Reels

WINDCAST Z

8 „CRBB“ ball bearings  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
WormShaft oscillation  ►
Quick drag system (QD)  ►
HIP line clip  ►
Conical aluminium long cast spool  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
CNC cut aluminium handle  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10122-500 5000 8 4.9:1 370/0.35 102cm 580g
10122-550 5500 8 4.9:1 440/0.35 102cm 580g
10122-501 5000LD 8 4.9:1 530/0.35 102cm 580g
  

This is our WINCAST top model. The QD-drag is perfectly suited for all 
fishermen, targeting big specimen. With this special drag construction it 
is possible to assimilate within seconds due to changing fishing situa-
tions and changing currents in rivers. The sophisticated CNC-cut alumi-
nium handle is also used for the BASIAIR. The HIP (High Impact) Line Clip 
shields the line and is ideally convenient to cast precisely to target feeding 
spots. The 5000LD (Long Distance) Model holds the same line capacity 
like a 6000 sized spool, but features the smaller and lighter body size.

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10129-450 4500 5 4,9:1 270/0,35 102cm 615g
10129-500 5000 5 4,9:1 280/0,40 102cm 610g
10129-550 5500 5 4,9:1 210/0,50 102cm 610g
10129-600 5000LD 6 4.9:1 530/0.35 102cm 610g
  

 

 

 

QD-QUICK DRAG System
Integrated free spooling in the drag: Half a turn of the drag from 
free spooling to the maximum drag.

The bail is turned by hand.

The bail is turned by hand.

The bail is turned by hand.

QD-QUICK DRAG System
Integrated free spooling in the drag: 
Half a turn of the drag from free 
spooling to the maximum drag.
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Big Pit Reels

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10145-451 4500 4 4,6:1 280/0,35 96cm 660g
10145-551 5500 4 4,6:1 270/0,45 101cm 680g
  

The economic Big Pit version of the EMCAST family. For surf cast and 
carp fishing.

4 Ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
WormShaft oscillation  ►
Power handle knob  ►
Conical long cast spool  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
GyroSpin  ►

EMCAST SW

Metal Reel

Sea Fishing Reels

 

SALTIGA 6500 H DOGFIGHT

The bail is turned by hand.

The 6500 H DOGFIGHT is the reel for giants in tropical seas. Yellow Fin 
Tuna, Marlin, Tarpon or Giant Travelley – the DOGFIGHT has fought them 
all successfully. The perfect reel for heavy poppers fishing and speed  
jigging. The gear is cut in a very complex process with a CNC-machi-
ne and sustains even the highest impacts  when catching the extremely 
strong fish of the tropics. Like all reels of the SALTIGA series, the body and 
the drag are completely sealed, the turning of the handle is always done  
by hand. Lifetime guarantee on the gear (only with original proof of  
purchase).

14 Ball bearings  ►
Washable construction  ►
Waterproof metal body  ►
Waterproof gear  ►
Waterproof handle knob  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Hyper DigiGear power gearing  ►
Extra thick AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Special aluminium spool with titanium spool guide  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Bail-closure is done by hand  ►
Twist Buster II  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►
Made in Japan  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10305-601 6500H 14 6.2:1 400/0.37 142cm 830g
 

Sea Fishing Reels

 

The bail is turned by hand.

Metal Reel

SALTIGA

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10305-452 4500 14 4.9:1 185/0,50 94cm 585g
10305-453 4500 H 14 5.7:1 185/0.50 110cm 585g
  

With the new SALTIGA-series Daiwa once again presents a masterpiece 
of artful Japanese reel engineering. Designed to cope the harshest  
exposures like sea fishing for Amberjacks, Giant Travelleys and Yellow 
Fins, this reel is also perfectly appropriate for fishing halibuts and big cods 
in Norway or Iceland. The patented MAG SEALED mechanism ensures 
that no salt crystals can get into the gearing through the shaft. The gear 
is cut out of one piece by a CNC-machine. The AirMetal rotor reduces the 
reel`s weight and provides a very well balanced smooth winding. Thanks 
to the high gear ratio of model 4500H, the lure can be retrieved quickly 
and without bigger efforts - independent of the depth.

REAL FOUR concept  ►
14 Ball bearings (incl. 2 „CRBB“)  ►
Washable construction  ►
Waterproof aluminium body  ►
Waterproof TOURNAMENT drag  ►
Zaion AIR rotor  ►
MAG SEALED  ►
Hyper DigiGear CNC-cut gearing  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Cold forged ABS aluminium spool  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Silent oscillation  ►
Rotor Brake - prevents unwanted bail turning  ►
Made in Japan  ►

Equipped with the „ultimate tournament 
drag“ 15kg max.
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Sea Fishing Reels

Sea Fishing Reels

CAPRICORN PILK

5 Ball bearings (incl. 3 „CRBB“)  ►
HardBody-Z  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Comfortable system  ►
Flat-Wind oscillation  ►
Fast snap aluminium handle  ►
Twist Buster line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Aluminium long cast spool with special spool rim  ►
Aluminium spare spool  ►
AirBail (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

A thrilling DAIWA reel - not only by the design with the new aluminium 
handle, by the fine adjustable and very smooth and without shock 
working spool drag or by the HARDBODY-Z construction of the body 
but also by its outstanding calm running and free movement.

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10127-450 4500JA 5 4.8:1 315/0.35 93cm 470g
  

EXCELER OCEANO 4500 J
The EXCELER OCEANO is especially developed for pilk fishing for cod 
and for fishing for branzino in the Baltic- and Northsea. The HARDBODY-Z 
reel body is made from aluminium and absolute solid. The extra strong 
axis makes the use of braided lines possible and the landing of a big fish 
is no problem.

3 Ball bearings (incl. 1 „CRBB“)  ►
HardBody-Z  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Aluminium handle  ►
Machine cut aluminium long cast spool  ►
Aluminium body  ►
Twist Buster  ►
Waterproof gear  ►
Line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Rotor drag  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10128-450 4500J 3 4.8:1 240/0.40 93cm 470g
  

Metal Reel

Metal Reel

Sea Fishing Reels

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10209-450 4500 7 4,7:1 270/0,35 89cm 600g
10209-500 5000 7 4,7:1 220/0,45 107cm 825g
10209-600 6000 7 4,7:1 190/0,55 107cm 820g
  

An extra strong spinning reel series for highest loads when sea and cat-
fish fishing. The concept of the SEAGATE E is based on the known reels 
of the SALTIGA series - the main features are based on uncompromised 
power and an unbreakable gearing that stands the highest strains of sea 
fishing. The reel body is made of resilent aluminium that holds the gearing 
unit precisly inside. The large capacity of the spool enables to the use of 
strong braided lines. The power handle knob made of hard-EVA offers 
a better power transmission. The bail is always closed manually on size 
5000 and 6000.

7 Ball bearings (incl. 1 „CRBB“)  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Super Metal aluminium reel body  ►
Super Metal aluminium rotor (size 5000/6000)  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
Machine cut aluminium handle  ►
EVA handle knob  ►
Twist Buster II line roller (Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Aluminium long cast spool, forged  ►
Airbail made of stainless steel (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Forged ABS aluminium spool  ►
DigiGear II gearing  ►
Double stopper  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

SEAGATE E

Metal Reel

Sizes 5000 and 6000:  
Manual bail closure.

Sea Fishing Reels

You can feel it at the first rotation of the handle - lightness and sensivity 
are not the main features of this reel. Strength and robustness are the 
main characteristics of this reel. The bail is turned manually.

Metal Reel

The bail is turned by hand.
14 „CRBB“ ball bearings  ►
Washable construction  ►
HardBody-Z aluminium reel body  ►
Hyper DigiGear cut gearing  ►
WormShaft construction  ►
Waterproof, sealed drag  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
CNC cut aluminium handle  with power handle knob  ►
 Twist Buster line roller, hard chromium plated    ►
(Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)
Airbail made of stainless steel (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Extra thick distortion proof axis  ►
Silent oscillation system  ►
Double stopper  ►
ABS long cast spool  ►
GyroSpin  ►

SALTIGA GAME

 
Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10305-350 3500 14 4,9:1 250/0.28 81cm 390g
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Sea Fishing Reels

Sea Fishing Reels

Per 20pcs packed 
without reel carton

POWERCAST 50-B
Multi-Stop anti-reverse  ►
GyroSpin  ►
Long distance cast spool  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

Simple, but stable and reliable sea 
fishing reel.

1 Ball bearing  ►
Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10325-502 50B 1 4.6:1 230/0.40 640g
  

Classic DAIWA metal sea fishing 
reel, which is the favourite reel in 
many countries due to its robust-
ness With manual finger-pick-up 
bail.

Popular classic metal reel. With 
manual finger-pick-up bail.

BG 90M

GS 9M

3 Ball bearings  ►
Metal construction  ►
Aluminium spool  ►
Sensitive front drag  ►
Power handle  ►

2 Ball bearings  ►
Metal construction  ►
Sensitive front drag  ►
Aluminium spool  ►
Fast snap handle  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10800-090 BG90M 3 3.25:1 250/0.50 830g
  

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10209-451 4500 6 4,7:1 270/0,35 89cm 560g
10209-601 6000 6 4,7:1 190/0,55 107cm 760g
  

The new ECELER E series impresses by high-class manufacturing and 
enormous durability. The construction is based on the SALTIGA series. 
Specially suited for the use in Norway, Iceland and for catfish.

6 Ball bearings (incl. 1 „CRBB“)  ►
HardBody-Z aluminium reel body  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Cross-Wrap line lay  ►
Machine cut aluminium handle  ►
Twist Buster II line roller  ►
(Patent-Nr. EP0876760B1)  ►
Aluminium long cast spool, forged  ►
Waterproof, sealed drag  ►
DigiGear gearing  ►
Airbail made of stainless steel (Patent-Nr. EP1038437B1)  ►
Longlife bail spring  ►

EXCELER E

Metal Reel

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10800-009 GS9M 2 3.25:1 200/0.55 775g
  

Multiplier Reels

Multiplier Reels

ACCUDEPTH PLUS LC

2 Ball bearings  ►
Star drag  ►
Integrated line counter (in feet)  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Power gear  ►
Level wind  ►
Adjustable free spool  ►
Aluminium spool  ►
Aluminium handle  ►

The most reasonable model among the DAIWA multiplier reels. Features 
Line Counter and smooth adjustable drag function.

SEALINE SG 47LCA
Robust multiplier reel with integrated line counter. High quality – fair price.

2 Ball bearings  ►
Star drag  ►
Integrated depth gauge  ►
CNC cut brass gear  ►
Multi-Stop anti-reverse  ►
Teflon coated drags  ►
Metal spool  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10804-147 47LCA 2 4.2:1 275/0.45 490g
  

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10804-347 47LC 2 4.2.1 440/0.35 480g
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Electronic multiplier reels

Electronic multiplier reels

Multiplier reels

TANACOM BULL 750
Electronic reel for deep sea fishing. You reach incredible depth with this 
reel without exhausting winding by hand. Every 12V 7.2Ah battery for  
sonic depth finders can be used. The duration of the battery lasts up to 
1-2 days of fishing (depending on winding speed, depth and weight of 
the lure).

4 Ball bearings  ►
Waterproof gear  ►
Star drag  ►
Electronic line counter (in meter)  ►
CNC cut gearing  ►
Aluminium spool  ►
Big power handle knob  ►
Detailed manual (German)  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10806-751 750 4 2.3:1 750/0.45 1260g
  

HYPER TANACOM 600 FE
Electronic reel with 12V power engine for fishing in Norway. The gear ratio 
is 2.3:1. The winding speed is ca. 110m/minute. Features an electronic 
line counter, which indicates “meter”. Can be used manually and elec-
tronically. Supplied with electronic cable.

8 Ball bearings (incl. 4 „CRBB“)  ►
Waterproof gear  ►
Star drag  ►
Electronic line counter (in meter)  ►
One Piece power frame  ►
Super power gearing  ►
Aluminium spool  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10806-600 600FE 8 2.3:1 ca.500/0.45 1235g
  

Electronic multiplier reels

HYPER TANACOM 500 S
Electronic reel with 12V power engine for fishing in Norway. The gear 
ratio is 3.6:1. The winding speed is about 160m/minute unloaded. 
Features an electronic line counter, which indicates “meter”. Can be 
used manually and electronically. Supplied with electric cable.

2 Ball bearings  ►
Waterproof gear  ►
Star drag  ►
Electronic line counter  ►
One Piece power frame  ►
Super power gearing  ►
Aluminium spool  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10806-500 500S 2 3.6:1 230/0.50 670g
  

This multiplier reel will convince many anglers of the advantages 
of a digital line counter. The integrated line counter allows fishing 
in the precise depth where fish were found by depth sounder or 
where fish were caught successfully earlier and therefore still are 
assumed to catch them there. The HYPER TANASENSOR 500F 
features the for multiplier reels unusual INFINITE SYSTEM and the 
DAIWA special multiplier reel drag.
Capacity braided lines: 
0.30mm-ca.350-380m 
0.35mm-ca.250-280m

HYPER TANASENSOR 500F

4 Ball bearings (incl. 3 „CRBB“)  ►
Washable construction  ►
Waterproof TOURNAMENT drag  ►
Star drag  ►
Electronic line counter  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Level wind  ►
Power gear  ►
Metal spool  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10815-505 500F 4 4.3:1 270/0.47 74cm 535g
  

• Line capacity braided lines: 40lb-470m, 50lb-350m, 60lb-300m 
• Line capacity monofilament lines: 0.50mm-230m, 0.55mm-190m
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DAIWA Reel Technology

TWITCHIN‘BAR SYSTEM
DAIWA Bait casting reels with TWITCHIN‘BAR System are especially developed for fishing for zander, perch 
and pike. Ideal for vertical and jerkbait fishing. Now you fish comfortable with only one hand – just tip the 
TWITCHIN‘BAR lever shortly with the thumb and the reel winds the bait about 15cm or winds loose line,  
immediately after the bait is touching the ground. Being alone on the boat, you now can retrieve the bait 
at the same time while steering the boat. An incomparable advantage against bait casting reels without 
TWITCHIN‘BAR.

Baitcasting reels

Baitcasting reels

Our top bait casting reel with TWITCHIN‘BAR. Not only this system makes 
the VIENTO special but also all other DAIWA developments, which are 
featured in this reel. For example the SPEED SHAFT system, that  
guarantees enormous casting distances or the MEGAFORCE magnetic 
drag system. Available as left hand (100L) and as right hand version (100R).

VIENTO 100

6 Ball bearings  ►
Star drag  ►
Auto cast  ►
TwitchIn‘Bar system  ►
CNC cut alloy gear  ►
MAGFORCE-Z magnet drag  ►
Aluminium spool, ultra-light  ►
Speed Shaft long distance casting mechanism  ►
7 X-large drag discs  ►
One Piece CNC cut aluminium body  ►
Titanium nitride line guide  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10710-100 100L 6 6.3:1 110/0.32 235g
10710-101 100R 6 6.3:1 110/0.32 235g
  

Our good valued reel with TWITCHIN`BAR and SPEED SHAFT system for 
long casting distances and MEGAFORCE drag system. The brass gear is 
embedded into a stable body made of nylon / ABS, the handle and star 
drag are made from aluminium. Especially to mention is the high gear ratio 
of 7.1:1 that retrieves about 80cm line per rotation.

MEGAFORCE 100 TSHL

5 Ball bearings  ►
Star drag  ►
Auto cast  ►
MAGFORCE-Z magnet drag  ►
TwitchIn‘Bar system  ►
CNC cut brass gear  ►
Aluminium spool, ultra-light  ►
Speed Shaft long distance casting mechanism  ►
7 X-large drag discs  ►
One piece aluminium body  ►
Left hand version  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10710-150 100 TSHL 5 7.1:1 135/0.32 265g
  

Baitcasting reels

MILLIONAIRE ICV 100L

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10711-101 100L 6 5,8:1 115/0,28 315g
 

A masterpiece of Japanese reel engineering is celebrated with the new 
DAIWA MILLIONAIRE ICV 100L - a small size multiplier reel with digital 
display. The entire body is machine cut from one aluminium block. This 
reel is well suited for light to medium jerk bait fishing and for light spin 
fishing in fresh water. You always receive the detailed depth or distance 
indication in meters by the digital display. If you know exactly the depth of 
the lure, you can considerably reduce lure losses in rocky areas and target 
the fish in the exact depth indicated on the sonar.

6 „CRBB“ ball bearings  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
CNC cut aluminium body  ►
Centrifugal drag system  ►
Finely adjustable star drag  ►

Laser cut spool  ►
Automatic level wind  ►
Power gear  ►
Left hand version  ►

 

Baitcasting reels

TEAM DAIWA PLUTON 200SHL
The TD PLUTON 200SHL is an outstanding round shape multiplier reel, 
made in Japan under highest quality standards, that fullfills all your  
demands. A size 200 is perfectly suited for jerking with thick braided  
lines and for trolling for pike, zander & Co. The body is machine cut from 
one solid aluminium block and guarantees stressless fishing.

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm wt.
10711-200 200SHL 8 6.2:1 230/0,25 340g
 

REAL FOUR concept  ►
8 „CRBB“ ball bearings  ►
Monoblock aluminium body  ►
High Speed gear ratio 6.2:1  ►
MAGFORCE-Z magnet drag  ►
Ultimate Tournament drag system (UTD)  ►
Finely adjustable star drag with click sound  ►
Extra thick axis  ►
Extra large drive gear  ►
CNC cut aluminium handle with „Soft Touch“ knob  ►
Automatic level wind  ►
Left hand version  ►

 

100L - Left hand version 
100R - Right hand version

Left hand model

Left hand model

Left hand model

Titanium coated level wind for 
perfect line protection
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NEW

NEW Baitcasting reels

Baitcasting reels

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10711-150 150L 3 6,3:1 130/0.28 71cm 270g
  

IT´S ICV 150L
A baitcasting reel with an electronic display for depth or distance indi-
cation - this outstanding feature has never been available before! The 
advantage is the possibility to bring some special techinques of fishing 
to perfection. In larger and deeper waters the fish often stay in a very 
small water level and those fishermen who only fish assuming the depth 
will not be very successful as they won‘t hit the exact depth and the sonic 
depth finder won‘t always display the lure. With the IT‘S ICV 150L you 
can bring the lure exactly to the desired depth. The reel is a great help for 
trolling as well as it displays the exact distance between lure and reel - 
those you know the exact depth of the lure can troll along rims and reduce 
stucking on the ground and lure losses. Successful places often are full 
of underwater barriers - the contact of the lure with the ground / barrier 
usually means the loss of the lure - with the digital depth indication you 
can place your lure precisely over the barrier to reduce losses and catch 
fish where nobody else is fishing. Display indication in meter.

3 Ball bearings (incl. 1 „CRBB“)  ►
Digital display (meter)  ►
High Speed gear ratio 6.3:1  ►
Centrifugal drag system  ►
Finely adjustable star drag  ►

Large powerhandle knob  ►
Automatic level wind  ►
Low weight  ►
Left hand version  ►

TD ZILLION 100HSHLR

This is Daiwa’s new Baitcast reel from the US range with a super high 
gear ratio. It can enfold its power in high-speed situations best. We are 
sure - this Japan-made model will please every single Baitcast angler – 
especially due to its 82cm line retrieval! Due to its solid structure and the 
greater line capacity, this reel is also suitable for Jerkbait fishing.

11 Ball bearings  ►
HardBody-Z aluminium body  ►
Super high speed gear ratio 7.3:1  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Carbon fiber handle  ►
MAGFORCE-Z magnet drag  ►
Cut aluminium star drag with click sound  ►
free spool mechanism with click-sound  ►
Soft-Touch handle knob  ►
Made in Japan  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10712-150 100HSHLR 11 7.3:1 155/0.30 82cm 240g
  

Baitcasting reels

LIBERTO PIXY 68L

This is the new Baitcast top model from Japan, which has also gained 
great success on the Japanese market within short time. With its super-
light magnesium-alloy body, this reel is one of the most lightweight Bait-
cast-reels all over the world – it weighs only 160g. The gear ratio of 6.8:1 
enables the fisherman to use every state of the art lure technique. The 
MAGFORCE-Z drag system can be set at zero completely and enables 
enormous casting distances for skilful fisherman. Due to the perfectly ad-
justable freespool mechanism, the PX 68L is excellently appropriate for 
fishing with small and very small plastic lures from 5g, which usually cause 
problems with most of the available Baitcast reels on the market.

8 Ball bearings  ►
Air Metal magnesium reel body  ►
High Speed gear ratio 6.8:1  ►
High Speed Levelwind line lay  ►
MAGFORCE-Z magnet drag  ►
Carbon fiber handle  ►
Cut aluminium star drag  ►
Soft-Touch handle knob  ►
Made in Japan  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10712-100 PX 68L 8 6.8:1 100/0.24 66cm 160g
  

Baitcasting reels

AGGREST 100SHL

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10711-100 100SHL 8 7.1:1 155/0,30 82cm 250g
  

The trend of fishing with baitcast reels gains popularity - with the  
AGGREST 100SHL we now offer a new left hand model with an  
astonishing high-speed ratio of 7.1:1. Thanks to this ratio, you can give 
action to your lure that can´t be achieved with standard ratios - in many 
situations this can be crucial for the success. The MAGFORCE-Z drag 
system enables to switch off the magnet drag totally, in order to achieve 
longer casting distances.

8 Ball bearings (incl. 4 „CRBB“)  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
High speed gear ratio 7.1:1  ►
MAGFORCE-Z magnet drag  ►
Finely adjustable star drag  ►
CNC cut aluminium spool  ►
CNC cut aluminium handle with „Soft Touch“ knob  ►
Automatic level wind  ►
Low weight 250g  ►
Left hand version  ►

 

 

Left hand model

Left hand model

Left hand model

Left hand model
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NEW Baitcasting reels

CROSSFIRE 150L

DAIWA`s new entry-level baitcast reel. The new CROSSFIRE 150L  
provides high-tech features at an amazing price-performance ratio.

3 Ball bearings  ►
High speed gear ratio 7.1:1  ►
Infinite anti-reverse  ►
Aluminium star drag with click-sound  ►
free spool mechanism with click-sound  ►

Art.-No. model BB ratio m/ømm retrieval wt.
10713-150 150L 3 7.1:1 170/0.30 77cm 250g
  

for MORETHAN BRANZINO 3000 reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19120-300 Morethan Branzino 3000

for INFINITY-Q 3000 Zaion reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19409-302 Infinity-Q 3000 Zaion

for R`NESSA reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19425-025 R`nessa 2500
19425-030 R`nessa 3000

for CALDIA X reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19408-320 Caldia X 2000
19408-325 Caldia X 2500
19408-330 Caldia X 3000
19408-335 Caldia X 3500
19408-340 Caldia X 4000

for RSi reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19215-200 RSi 2000
19215-250 RSi 2500
19215-350 RSI 3500
19215-400 RSI 4000

for PROCASTER Xi reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19210-150 Procaster Xi 1500
19210-200 Procaster Xi 2000
19210-250 Procaster Xi 2500
19210-300 Procaster Xi 3000
19210-350 Procaster Xi 3500
19210-400 Procaster Xi 4000

for CROSSFIRE X reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19109-150 Crossfire X 1500
19109-200 Crossfire X 2000
19109-250 Crossfire X 2500
19109-300 Crossfire X 3000
19109-350 Crossfire X 3500
19109-400 Crossfire X 4000

for SWEEPFIRE X reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19108-100 Sweepfire X 1000
19108-150 Sweepfire X 1500
19108-200 Sweepfire X 2000
19108-250 Sweepfire X 2500
19108-300 Sweepfire X 3000
19108-350 Sweepfire X 3500
19108-400 Sweepfire X 4000

for HARRIER MATCH reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19110-255 Harrier Match 2553
19110-305 Harrier Match 3053

for PROCASTER X reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19109-155 Procaster-X 1550
19109-205 Procaster-X 2050
19109-255 Procaster-X 2550
19109-305 Procaster-X 3050

for MEGAFORCE X reels
Art.-No. for below reels
19108-155 Megaforce-X 1550
19108-205 Megaforce-X 2050
19108-255 Megaforce-X 2550
19108-305 Megaforce-X 3050

for CROSSFIRE X reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19107-155 Crossfire-X 1550
19107-205 Crossfire-X 2050
19107-255 Crossfire-X 2550
19107-305 Crossfire-X 3050

for SWEEPFIRE X reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19106-155 Sweepfire-X 1550
19106-205 Sweepfire-X 2050
19106-255 Sweepfire-X 2550
19106-305 Sweepfire-X 3050

for INFINITY X BRA reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19030-500 Infinity-X 5000 BR
19030-550 Infinity-X 5500 BR

for TOURNAMENT BasiAIR QD reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19120-147 Tournament Basiair QD

for TOURNAMENT Basia 45 QDX reels
Art.-No. for below reels
19120-146 Tournament Basia 45QDX

for TOURNAMENT Basia Carp QD reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19120-145 Tournament Basia Carp QD

for TOURNAMENT ENTOH reels
Art.-No. for below reels
19124-045 Tournament Entoh 4500
19124-050 Tournament  Entoh 5000
19124-055 Tournament Entoh 5500

for EMBLEM PRO reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19126-450 Emblem Pro 4500
19126-500 Emblem Pro 5000
19126-550 Emblem Pro 5500

for EXIST BRANZINO HC reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19121-250 Exist Hyper Branzino Custom 

2508R

for EXIST Hyper Custom reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19120-259 Exist Hyper Custom 2508

for LUVIAS reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19121-100 Luvias 1003

for EXCELER reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19209-451 Exceler 4500E
19209-601 Exceler 6000E

for SALTIGA GAME 3500 reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19305-350 Saltiga Game 3500

for SEAGATE 3500E QD reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19204-351 Seagate 3500QD

for SEAGATE E reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19209-450 Seagate 4500E
19209-500 Seagate 5000E
19209-600 Seagate 6000E

for EMCAST SW reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19145-451 Emcast SW 4500
19145-551 Emcast SW 5500

for SALTIGA Z 6500H reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19305-601 Saltiga 6500 H Dogfight

for EXCELER OCEANO 4500J reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19128-450 Exceler Oceano 4500J

for CAPRICORN Pilk 4500JA reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19127-450 Capricorn Pilk 4500JA

for GS9M reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19800-009 GS9M

for BG90M reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19800-090 BG 90 M

FRONT DRAG REELS

Spare Spools

REAR DRAG REELS

FREE SPOOL REELS

BIG PIT REELS SEA FISHING FIXED SPOOL REELS

Left hand model

for CROSSCAST-S reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19305-452 Saltiga 4500
19305-453 Saltiga 4500 H

for SALTIGA reels

for CERTATE reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19407-101 Certate 1003
19407-201 Certate 2000
19407-251 Certate 2500
19407-256 Certate 2506
19407-301 Certate 3000

for EXCELER-Z reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19211-250 Exceler-Z 2500
19211-300 Exceler-Z 3000
19211-400 Exceler-Z 4000

for EXCELER-X reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19212-100 Exceler-X 1000
19212-150 Exceler-X 1500
19212-250 Exceler-X 2500
19212-300 Exceler-X 3000
19212-350 Exceler-X 3500
19212-400 Exceler-X 4000

for Exceler-S reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19213-100 Exceler-S 1000
19213-150 Exceler-S 1500
19213-250 Exceler-S 2500
19213-300 Exceler-S 3000
19213-350 Exceler-S 3500
19213-400 Exceler-S 4000

for TEAM DAIWA match/feeder reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19123-250 Team Daiwa Match 2508
19123-300 Team Daiwa Match 3012
19123-400 Team Daiwa Feeder 4012

for REGAL-X BR reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19140-353 Regal-X 3500BR
19140-403 Regal-X 4000BR
19140-453 Regal-X 4500BR
19140-503 Regal-X 5000BR

for REGAL-Z BR reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19141-353 Regal-Z 3500BR
19141-403 Regal-Z 4000BR
19141-453 Regal-Z 4500BR
19141-503 Regal-Z 5000BR

for WINDCAST-Z reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19122-500 Windcast-Z 5000
19122-550 Windcast-Z 5500
19122-501 Windcast-Z 5000 LD

for WINDCAST-X reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19129-450 Windcast-X 4500
19129-500 Windcast-X 5000
19129-550 Windcast-X 5500
19129-600 Windcast-X 5000 LD

for WINDCAST-S reels

Art.-No. for below reels
19129-451 Windcast-S 4500
19129-501 Windcast-S 5000
19129-551 Windcast-S 5500

Art.-No. for below reels
19128-500 Crosscast-S 5000
19128-550 Crosscast-S 5500
19128-600 Crosscast-S 5000 LD

Spare Spools
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DAIWA RoD 
technology

Our engineers have realised 
a very complex technical cons-
truction where real titanium tip is 
integrated and melt into the car-
bon blank. The titanium tip gua-
rantees a sensitive, metal-like bi-
te detection, absorbs shocks 
from fisghting fishes and is al-
most unbreakable. Ideally suited 
for drop shot fishing.

Daiwa´s exclusive spigot joint - 
the spigot and the blank around 
the spigot are made of a special, 
exclusively Daiwa made carbon 
fibre. The carbon fibres follow a 
45-degree angle and offer the-
reby higher strainresistance and 
a better bending curve.

Japanese High Modulus car-
bon material with the lowest re-
sin content that can technically 
be achieved. Provides an ext-
reme fast action of the rod wi-
th minimized blank weight. En-
ables a construction of very slim 
and stiff blanks.

DAIWA RODS

Special developed interline 
construction for casting rods. 
Thanks to the reduced line  
friction, extraordinary long cas-
ting distances can be obtained 
with this inner spiral construc-
tion.
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11105-320

11105-275

11105-280

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11105-320 3.20m 7-45g 168cm 2 160g 9
  

BRAnZIno nIghtmARe custom 91.5l

The model Nightmare Costum 91.5L is designed for the use of smal-
ler plugs of 5-10cm as well as small soft plastics. This rod impresses 
by the extreme fast action and an enormous feeling up to the hand-
le. The perfect rod for twitching and for popper fishing. Also ideally 
suited for sea trout fishing if light lures in flat water are the choice, as 
it necessary in Denmark for sea trout fishing often.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11105-275 2.80m 5-24g 143cm 2 115g 8
  

BRAnZIno WADIng custom 95ml

The Wading Custom 95ML is a real long distance master and ideally  
suited for wading for sea trout - even light lures of 14-20g can be  
casted to a max. The short handle is ideal for casting standing deep in  
the water  The large tip guide is optimal for braided main line and fluoro 
carbon leaders connection.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11105-280 2.80m 5-28g 148cm 2 135g 9
  

BRAnZIno PoWeR gAme custom 96mml

The Power Game Custom 96MML is the perfect tool to target bigger fish 
as pike and large zander. A senitive tip in connection with a strong handle 
offer a wide range of usage - ideal for fishing with shads from 8-12cm and 
medium sized plugs. A short handle provides perfect control for twitching 
and jerking and for boat fishing.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11105-285 2.85m 7-35g 149cm 2 145g 9
  

BRAnZIno Plug commAnDeR custom 96mlB

The BRANZINO Plug Commander Custom 96MLB features a trigger reel 
seat and is designed for fishing with baitcast and multiplier reels. The rod 
loads very well in the cast and achieves amazing distances for a  multiplier 
reel Perfect for twitching and jerking with small and medium sized lures.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11105-286 2.85m 5-28g 149cm 2 150g 10
  

The BRANZINO Full Moon Custom 107ML features a slightly parabolic  
action and is ideally suited for fishing with braided lines - during the fight 
with the fish it can be bend almost totally round and it absorbs power very 
sensitively. This rod works like an arm- extension and offers great joy.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11105-315 3.15m 5-28g 165cm 2 145g 9
  

11105-285

11105-286

11105-315

 

BRAnZIno suRf gAme custom 109ml

The Surf Game Custom 109ML is the favourite model of our consultants 
for  for sea trout and seabass fishing from the shore - the rod casts lures  
from 10g as well as from 35g and far distances can be achieved. By 
the construction with a sensitive tip and a strong handle this rod ab-
sorbs fish´s power perfectly and offers enough back bone to control even 
strong fighters. Our DAIWA recommendation for all enthusiastic sea trout 
fishermen. This rod‘s casting distances and the tolerance of the lure´s 
weight even suprised us!

 

 

 

 

 

 Super Multi Taper – depending on the load, the blank absorbs from   ►
the tip till the handle
 SVF-COMPILE-X – a maximal content of carbon fibre offers fast   ►
action. Maximized feeling with minimal weight.
 V-Joint spigot joint – a perfect bending curve and a rod action like a   ►
one-piece construction. 
 CRT Woven carbon fibre strengthening at the handle – offers maximal   ►
strain resistance in the handle and more precise casts.
 Micro Pitch Taping – extremely tight wrapped carbon fibre mats offer   ►
maximal blank power. The blank is not grinded.
Original FUJI reel seat with carbon fibre design.   ►
 Double guide wrapping - Original FUJI Titanium guides - the lightest   ►
guides for a perfect rod action.
 Japanese Hard-EVA handle material – very comfortable and salt   ►
water resistant.
 Spigot joint-marker – the marks on handle and tip section bring your   ►
guides always into correct line.

With the MORETHAN BRANZINO rods Daiwa present the state-of-the-
art rod engineering at highest quality level - made in Japan. Using the 
SVF COMPILE-X carbon material - a carbon fibre mix with the highest   
carbon content that can be achieved. Those rods feature extreme light 
and fast blanks that are outstanding and unique with this quality level on 
the world market. The MORETHAN BRANZINO rods are the perfect rods 
for wading for sea trout and for fishing with small and medium sized 
plugs for zander, asp and pike. Outstanding quality made in Japan!

Predator rods

moRethAn BRAnZIno

Made in Japan

BRAnZIno full moon custom 107ml
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Predator rods

moRethAn mt 111mlX tRIPle one

moRethAn mt 104mlX gAngsteR

moRethAn mt 94mlX Demon BlooD

moRethAn mt 91lX A-RounDeR

moRethAn

11100-273

11100-274

MORETHAN – the ultimate spinning rods from Japan! Worldwide you 
can not easily find rods in this quality – the special blank producing 
technology comes from Japan and can be applied by only a few pro-
ducers in Japan. The used SVF COMPILE-X Carbon fibre material is 
only available in the Japanese market and is very difficulty and time 
intensively to work with. These rods have the highest ratio of carbon 
fibre that is technologically possible - so you can construct extremely 
fast and very light rods that only have one aim: to make the contact 
between the bait, fish and you to a real adventure. The MORETHAN 
series is made for the use of the more and more becoming popular 
small plugs and small soft plastic lure and sea trout lures. Especially 
the 3.10m Distance Master rod will amaze you when fishing on sea 
trout, as it’s weight is only 160g! With the shorter models you can 
fish on sea trout, zander, aspe and trout and you soon will come to 
the conclusion, that the casting distance, action and feeling is much 
better that with other rods. The guides are double wrapped and  
double lacquered to eliminate critical points at these weaknesses 
even after long use. All rods feature FUJI SiC single leg guides and 
have an extreme fast tip action. Each rod is tested on a perfect and 
failure free manufacture. All MORETHAN rods are suitable for the use 
in saltwater.

Developed for fishing on zander with soft plastic lures between 7cm and 
12cm. This rod is a true dream weapon against medium heavy fish.

Designed for soft plastic lure fishing on pike and zander. Ideal for soft 
plastic lures from 10cm -18cm. The stiff action enables to feel the lightes 
bite over long distances and makes a quick reaction possible. You will not 
find any lighter or faster rod of this kind in the European market.

moRethAn shADshAKeR sPInnIng 90mh

moRethAn shADshAKeR sPInnIng 90m

Due to the great success of the Japanese MORETHAN series we have 
now developed two versions that are specially adapted to the European 
market and are manufactured in our own factory in Tokyo / Japan. By 
the use of super lightweight high modulus SVF-COMPILE-X Graphite, we 
constructed ultra-lightweight, stiff rods with good elasticity. The starter 
guide is a double leg FUJI SiC guide; the following guides are single leg 
FUJI SiC guides to improve the action and speed of the banks.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-273 2.70m 10-40g 141cm 2 145g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-274 2.70m 20-60g 141cm 2 150g 8
  

morethan
We introduce 4 brand new MORETHAN models of the DAIWA Japan  
range for the season 2010! All 4 models are suitable for sea trout fishing - 
the model 91LX-A-ROUNDER as well as the MT 94 MLX DEMON BLOOD 
can be fished very well with small plugs and shads. A perfect feeling for 
the lure and enormous casting distances are a sign of those rods.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-270 2.75m 5-23g 143cm 2 120g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-320 3.35m 7-45g 174cm 2 155g 9
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-315 3.10m 7-45g 161cm 2 145g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-280 2.80m 7-35g 146cm 2 135g 9
  

11100-270

11100-320

11100-315

11100-280

FUJI reel seat
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11100-225

11100-245

11100-275

11100-285

11100-310

moRethAn WADIng mAsteR mt 90l

moRethAn KIng Demon hooKeR mt 93ml

moRethAn technIcAl mAsteR mt 76l

moRethAn shootIng mAsteR mt 80l

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-225 2.25m 3-21g 118cm 2 115g 7
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-245 2.45m 5-23g 127cm 2 120g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-275 2.75m 5-28g 140cm 2 130g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-285 2.85m 7-28g 145cm 2 140g 9
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11100-310 3.10m 7-45g 160cm 2 155g 9
  

moRethAn KIng Demon hooKeR mt 93ml

11200-240

11200-281

11200-300

Specially developed for spin fishing with all lures no matter if spoon,  
  spinner, plug or soft plastic lure. Fast tip action and strong back bone.

shogun sPInnIng

Perfect rod for zander with a strong but sensitive tip and a strong back 
bone. Ideal rod for soft plastic lure and dead bait fish.

shogun ZAnDeR

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11200-281 2.80m 10-40g 144cm 2 145g 9
  

Strong rod for pike and salmon fishing with large lures. Strong back bone 
and exceptional elasticity.

shogun PIKe AnD sAlmon

shogun "mADe In uK"

Predator rods

This „De Luxe“ spinning rod series was developed exclusively in our rod 
factory in Scotland and is also build there. 6 super slim predator rods ma-
de of HIGH MODULUS CARBON are suitable for trout, pike and zander 

and feature our exclusive TOURNAMENT reel seat and super lightweight 
SiC guides.

DAIWA original touRnAment reel seat

moRethAn

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11200-240 2.40m 5-30g 124cm 2 135g 7
11200-260 2.60m 10-40g 133cm 2 155g 7
11200-280 2.80m 10-40g 144cm 2 160g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11200-300 3.00m 15-50g 154cm 2 170g 9
11200-320 3.20m 15-50g 164cm 2 180g 9
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neW Predator rods

teAm DAIWA sPInnIng
Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11725-240 2.40m 15-50g 124cm 2 185g 8
11725-270 2.70m 15-50g 139cm 2 195g 8
11725-271 2.70m 30-60g 139cm 2 225g 8
11725-272 2.70m 50-120g 139cm 2 230g 8
11725-300 3.00m 15-50g 154cm 2 215g 8
11725-301 3.00m 30-60g 154cm 2 230g 8
11725-302 3.00m 50-120g 154cm 2 245g 8
  

teAm DAIWA shAD

teAm DAIWA JeRK

teAm DAIWA JIggeR

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11726-240 2.40m 10-25g 124cm 2 160g 10
11726-271 2.70m 7-25g 139cm 2 165g 10
11726-272 2.70m 8-35g 139cm 2 175g 10
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11727-195 1.95m 40-120g 101cm 2 150g 10
  

R`nessA sPInnIng
Spinning rods

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11690-270 2.70m 30-70g 142cm 2 180g 7
11690-271 2.70m 15-50g 142cm 2 145g 7
11690-272 2.70m 40-90g 142cm 2 200g 7
11690-315 3.15m 20-50g 166cm 2 215g 8
11690-330 3.30m 40-120g 174cm 2 275g 8
  

This new rod series has especially been developed for Jigging and fishing 
with soft-plastic lures. Due to the usage of HVF™  carbon fiber, it was  
possible to construct an extremely stiff rod with a slim blank diameter. 
Like this, the fisherman has straight contact to the lure and can easily feel 
the bottom structure. Thanks to the rigid blank, there is no delay while  
hooking – even over great distances. During the fight with the fish, the rod 
shows a great elastic bending curve and absorbs head shakes perfectly 
to reduce unhooking.
The Jigger-rods have been built especially for usage with small soft-plastic 
lures and twisters and are equipped with original Fuji® Alconite single leg 
guides.
The other versions contain Fuji® Alconite double leg guides. The rods 
belonging to the 15-50g category are also very suitable for fishing with 
Drachkovitch-System for pike and zander. These new Daiwa rods are per-

fectly balanced and enable long lasting and effortless fishing. Whether the 
Daiwa rods are delivered with straight cork handle (30-60g / 50-120g) or 
with separated cork handle (15-50g / Jerkbaiting rods, Jiggerspin rods) 
depends on the ordered version.
To protect the rods from damages, all rods are delivered with a hard case 
transportation tube.

HVF  ► ™ carbon fiber – extra stiff
Fuji  ► ® Alconite guides
Daiwa V-Joint  ► ® spigot joint
Ergonomic Daiwa reel seat  ►
AAA natural cork handle  ►
Hard case transportation tube  ►

11725-271

11726-271

11727-195

11690-270

11690-315

New in 2011, Daiwa proudly presents a small series of high end spinning 
rods for sea and freshwater fishing - the R`Nessa series. For these rods 
we used SVF™ carbon fiber mats, which contain greater amount of carbon 
fiber as usual carbon fiber materials. Like this we can construct both slim 
and stiff blanks, which are very light weighted and perfectly balanced at 
the same time. The 2.7m versions are real all-rounders because of their 
special action – they can be used for sea fishing with small soft-plastic lu-

res and jigging as well as for freshwater fishing with soft-plastic lures and 
plugs for pike and zander.

SVF  ► ™ carbon fiber blank
Daiwa V-Joint  ► ® spigot joint
Fuji  ► ® Alconite guides
Fuji  ► ® reel seat
AAA cork handle  ►
Padded cloth bag  ►
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Predator rods

RYUKON - the soul of the dragon - These are unbelievably light weight 
rods (all rods of this series weigh less than 200g!) with thin blanks and 
modern, Japanese design. These rods were designed especially for the 
European market. The construction of the blanks is made for th e modern 
fishing techniques with plugs and soft plastic.
The combination of superior components and High Modulus carbon  
creates rods that are perfectly adapted for the latest trends.

High Modulus carbon blanks  ►
Thin and extreme lightweight blank construction  ►
Anti-slip, rough surface coating (sand surface finish)  ►
Exclusive, ergonomic DAIWA reel seat with FUJI nut  ►
Divided Japanese hard-EVA handle. Original V-Joint spigot joint  ►
Original FUJI alconite guides  ►
Superior, padded cloth bag  ►

Ultra modern jerkbait rod with very exclusive features. The exclusive  
DAIWA trigger reel seat is ergonomically shaped and offers a safe grip 
of the rod. Made for medium and large jerkbaits. The action of the rod 
is made for giving the lure a great action with hard beats - under strain 
during the fight with the fish the rod creates a real bending curve and  
absorbs loads perfectly.. Features FUJI double leg guides.

RyuKon JeRKBAIt

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11910-180 1.80m 50-100g 95cm 2 150g 8
  

11910-180

11912-240

11912-270

11912-271

11913-225

RyuKon JIggeRsPIn

Rods with extreme fast tip action. Ideally suited for fishing with plugs and 
smaller soft shads. You gain great joy with even medium fish thanks to the 
rod action. The back bone of the rod offers enough power for large fish, 
too. The 2.7m model with 8-35g casting weight is ideally suited also for 
drop shot fishing. All jigger rods feature FUJI single leg guides.

These rods were especially developed for fishing with soft lures - a  
quite stiff rod with hard but sensitive tip detecting every contact. By the 
stiff tip bottom structure can be felt well as every touch of the lure of the 
ground is transmitted till the handle  During the fight with the fish the 
hard action switches over to a semi-parabolic bending curve that stands  
especially with braided lines the hard shocks of zander & Co and mini-
mises loss. Features FUJI double leg guides.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11912-240 2.40m 14-28g 123cm 2 160g 8
11912-241 2.40m 21-42g 123cm 2 160g 8
11911-270 2.70m 14-28g 139cm 2 170g 8
11911-271 2.70m 8-35g 139cm 2 170g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11912-270 2.70m 15-45g 139cm 2 180g 8
11912-271 2.70m 30-60g 139cm 2 190g 8
11912-300 3.00m 20-60g 154cm 2 190g 8
  

RyuKon sPInnIng

RyuKon ultRA lIght sPInnIng

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11913-225 2.25m 0,5-10g 116cm 2 130g 9
  

The trend of ultra light fishing is increasing - meanwhile even large fish can 
be landed without compromises thanks to the most modern materials.  
With the RYUKON ultra light rod even small and smallest lures can be cast 
to long distances. Features FUJI single leg guides.

FUJI reel seat

RyuKon sPInnIng
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Predator rods

Our well introduced and successful INFINITY-Q series has been renewed 
and we even improved some details. We could further reduce the weight 
of some blanks and improve the blank action regarding their individual 
character. All INFINITY-Q rods are made of 36t and 40t carbon material 
and show a fast action. The original FUJI screw down reel seat with cork 
spacer offers comfortable handling during fishing. Each rod is delivered 
in a „semi-hard“ rod holdall - the rod is protected safely during trans-
portation and can not be damaged. By the 2-way zipper, the reel can be  
assembled on the rod for transportation.

InfInIty Q

Wide range of models for almost all kinds of modern spin fishing.  ►
Original FUJI ALCONITE guides  ►
Original FUJI screw-down reel seat with cork spacer  ►
High Modulus carbon blanks  ►
Spigot joint  ►
AAA cork handle  ►
Laser cut DAIWA Logo on aluminium bushing above the handle  ►
Semi-hard transport case  ►

InfInIty Q sPInnIng

The INFINITY-Q Spinning rods are rather stiff rods that are destined for 
soft plastic lure fishing. The stiff tip allows great action and bites can be 
detected easily even on long distance. The 2.7m 15- 45g model is perfect 
for lures from 8-15cm and for light to medium heavy jig heads (5-20g) - 
an amazing rod for zander. The 2.7m model with 30-60g casting weight is 
the perfect allrounder and copes both with smaller soft lures about 10cm 
and with larger soft lures up to 16cm. The 2.7m softbait rod with a casting 
weight of 40-80g is made for large soft lures of 15-23cm and heavy jig 
heads - ideally suited for attacking big pike.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11696-270 2.70m 15-45g 142cm 2 165g 8
11696-271 2.70m 30-60g 142cm 2 170g 8
11696-300 3.00m 30-60g 155cm 2 180g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11697-270 2.70m 40-80g 142cm 2 195g 8
  

InfInIty Q JIggeRsPIn

Extreme fast rods with distinctive tip action - ideally for small and medium 
sized plugs and soft shads. The High Modulus carbon blanks features a 
slim profile and offers a strong back bone. The ideal spinning rod for perch 
and zander. Features FUJI single leg guides.

The action is same to the previous model. This rod offers a slight para-
bolic bending curve with good power back bone. The blank is great for 
casting lures from 20-30g and far distances can be achieved. The rod 
is perfectly balanced and can be fished all day through. The action and 
guide selection of this rod is engineered for the use of both, monofilament 
and braided lines.

InfInIty Q seA tRout

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11695-210 2.10m 3-15g 111cm 2 130g 8
11695-240 2.40m 3-15g 125cm 2 135g 8
11695-241 2.40m 5-20g 125cm 2 140g 8
11695-270 2.70m 3-18g 142cm 2 145g 8
11695-272 2.70m 7-28g 142cm 2 160g 8
11695-273 2.70m 8-35g 142cm 2 165g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11698-310 3.10m 25-50g 163cm 2 180g 9
  

InfInIty Q ultRA lIght sPInnIng

The perfect rod for small and smallest lures - even plugs with 3cm can 
be casted . Offers a fast action for for perch, trout, asp and chub. After  
setting the hook, the action is transfered till the handle and even small fish 
deliver exciting fun.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11699-240 2.40m 1-9g 125cm 2 135g 8
  

FUJI reel seat

11696-270

11697-270

11695-270

11695-210

11699-240

11698-310
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With this new series we offer the dedicated fisherman a wide range of 
classic spinning rods and special rods for lure fishing. High Modulus 
carbon enables the construction of extreme slim profile blanks with 
fast tip action and strong back bone.

Predator rods

eXceleR sPInnIng

High Modulus carbon blanks  ►
Very slim and light blank construction  ►
Fast tip action  ►
Original FUJI reel seat  ►
Superior cork handle  ►
Woven-carbon fibre mat on the butt section  ►
Wooden butt cap  ►
Superior Titanium-Oxide guides  ►

These two rods are the perfect rods for trout and perch. The rods offer 
a fast action with sensitive tip. Ideally suited for small streams and  
areas where the use of longer rods is not possible due to heavy  
vegetation. Features lightweight titanium-oxide single leg guides.

Classic rods for fishing with soft shads of 8-12cm and with spoons and 
plugs. Ideal all-round rods for pike, zander, trout and perch. These rods 
have an extreme slim blank diameter and a classic tip action. Features 
double leg starter guide and single leg guides.

eXceleR sPInnIng 10-20g / 10-25g

eXceleR sPInnIng 10-40g / 15-50g

Very lightweight spinning rods with extreme slim blanks and stiff action, 
which deliver the perfect balance between slimness and power that is  
often difficult to achieve - ideal for fishing with soft lures of 10-16cm.  
Features lightweight titanium-oxide double leg guides.

Classic spinning rod for heavy fishing for pike and zander. These rods 
can be fished without problems with soft lures of 16cm and also with  
heavy jig heads as well as with dead baits. Stiff action with strong back  
bone. Feature titanium-oxide double leg guides.

eXceleR sPInnIng 20-60g / 30-60g

eXceleR sPInnIng 40-80g / 50-100g

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11777-195 1.95m 10-25g 100cm 2 105g 7
11777-210 2.10m 10-20g 110cm 2 110g 7
11777-240 2.40m 10-40g 120cm 2 145g 8
11777-241 2.40m 15-50g 120cm 2 155g 8
11777-270 2.70m 10-40g 140cm 2 170g 8
11777-271 2.70m 20-60g 140cm 2 180g 8
11777-272 2.70m 40-80g 140cm 2 195g 8
11777-273 2.70m 50-100g 140cm 2 210g 8
11777-300 3.00m 10-40g 150cm 2 185g 8
11777-301 3.00m 30-60g 150cm 2 200g 8
11777-302 3.00m 40-80g 150cm 2 230g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11772-210 2.10m 2-10g 110cm 2 120g 7
11772-240 2.40m 2-10g 130cm 2 135g 8
  

Extreme sensible rods for fishing with small and smallest lures. Even 
the fight with a small fish is exciting. Ideal for trout, perch and chub.  
Feature light weight titanium-oxide single leg guides.

eXceleR ultRA lIght sPInnIng 

eXceleR JIggeR

Classic jigger rod with distinctive tip action and hard back bone. Ideal for 
small plugs and soft lures. The rods can also be used as drop-shot rods. 
Feature light weight titanium-oxide single leg guides.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11770-240 2.40m 5-25g 120cm 2 135g 8
11770-272 2.70m 5-25g 140cm 2 145g 8
11770-270 2.70m 3-18g 140cm 2 150g 8
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11771-315 3.15m 15-45g 160cm 2 185g 9
  

eXceleR seA tRout

Great rod for trout and sea trout. By the length of 3.15m longer  
distances can be achieved. The action of the EXCELER Seatrout 
is semi-parabolic - the rod shows optimum casting ability even  
with smaller lures. Suitable for braided and monofilament lines.  
Features titanium-oxide double leg starter guide and single leg  
guides.

FUJI reel seat

11777-195

11777-270

11777-273

11770-272

11772-210

11771-315
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 Predator rods

sWeePfIRe sPInnIng Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11415-210 2.10m 5-25g 110cm 2 130g 7
11415-211 2.10m 10-40g 109cm 2 140g 7
11415-240 2.40m 10-40g 124cm 2 160g 7
11415-241 2.40m 20-60g 124cm 2 175g 7
11415-242 2.40m 40-100g 124cm 2 200g 7
11415-243 2.40m 50-180g 124cm 2 210g 7
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11415-270 2.70m 10-30g 139cm 2 190g 8
11415-271 2.70m 15-40g 139cm 2 195g 8
11415-272 2.70m 20-60g 139cm 2 195g 8
11415-273 2.70m 40-100g 139cm 2 230g 8
11415-274 2.70m 50-180g 139cm 2 245g 9
11415-300 3.00m 10-40g 154cm 2 215g 9
11415-302 3.00m 20-60g 154cm 2 250g 9
11415-301 3.00m 40-100g 154cm 2 300g 9
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11415-275 2.70m 5-25g 139cm 2 175g 8
  

11415-210

11415-241

11415-275

11415-270

Daiwa`s new SWEEPFIRE® rods provide a large assortment of spinning 
rods - like this every fisherman will find the perfect suiting rod. Anybody 
who is taking these rods in hand, will not believe, that this perfectly  
balanced and slim rod with optimized action could come that cheap. The 
lightweight carbon fiber blank is equipped with aluminium-oxide double 
leg guides, thread wrapping, hook keeper and a cork handle. 
The SWEEPFIRE® spinning rods offer an excellent price-performance  
ratio!

teAm DAIWA lIneAR InteRlIne
Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11816-270 2.70m 15-50g 140cm 2 125g
  

Because Interline rods are again getting very popular within sea fishing, 
Daiwa newly presents an Interline rod witch is up to Japanese standards 
for season 2011 – the TEAM DAIWA LINEAR® INTERLINE.
The construction of this freshwater spinning rod provides great advanta-
ges for fishing near to a more heavily vegetated riverside – you can stalk 
through bushes without your line getting stuck all the time. The bending 
curve of an Interline-rod is always commendable, since the oppressiven-
ess is scattered over the whole blank.

This Interline rod hasn’t to fear any comparisons with other rods regarding 
the casting distance – by applying the appropriate lure weight you can cast 
as far as with a guided rod. A special surface coating on the inside of the 
blank reliably prevents dirt collections. The rod can be cleaned easily after 
fishing in very dirty water: just put it under running water and no residuals 
will remain within the blank. Due to the guideless construction, the action is 
very fast and you will have much fun fighting with the fish. This rod is per-
fectly suitable for fishing with soft-plastic lures, plugs and spoons.

Interline spinning rod

High Modulus carbon fiber blank  ►
Blank construction developed in Japan  ►
Original Daiwa LINEAR  ► ® Interline technology
Original Daiwa reel seat  ►
Extra big starter guide  ►
AAA cork handle  ►

Jigger
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11240-220
The MEGAFORCE series offers extreme sensible spinning rods for fishing 
with small lures. Very fast tip action with strong back bone. All MEGA-
FORCE rods have a spliced solid carbon tip that is nearly unbreakable. 
Ideal for light fishing for perch and zander. Superb price-performance ratio.

megAfoRce

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11240-220 2.20m 1-9g 115cm 2 105g 9
11240-240 2.40m 2-14g 125cm 2 115g 9
11240-260 2.60m 3-18g 135cm 2 125g 10
11240-280 2.80m 4-20g 145cm 2 140g 10
11240-300 3.00m 5-21g 155cm 2 150g 11
  

11240-260

11240-280

stRIKefoRce cAtfIsh Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11814-270 2.70m 200-600g 144cm 2 410g 10
11814-300 3.00m 200-600g 157cm 2 490g 11
11814-330 3.30m 200-600g 173cm 2 530g 12
  

Very robust and strong rods for catfish at the Ebro in Spain, Po in Italy 
and in Germany. These rods have enough power to combat and land 2m+ 
catfish. The guides are suitable both for multiplier and fixed spool reels. 
All guides are under-wrapped to stand highest strains. All rods feature an 
EVA fighting handle on the butt section to achieve a better leverage during 

the fight. Comes with aluminium gimbal for a harness. The 2.7m model is 
made for clonking from the boat or for spin fishing. The 2 longer versions 
for bottom and buoy fishing. Feature extra strong double leg guides, over-
lapping tip guide and EVA handle.

Catfish rods

PRocAsteR tRout
Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11699-300 3.00m 10-35g 108cm 3 200g 7
11699-330 3.30m 10-35g 116cm 3 225g 8
11699-360 3.60m 10-35g 127cm 3 230g 8
11699-390 3.90m 10-35g 137cm 3 255g 8
  

Very robust and strong rods for catfish at the Ebro in Spain, Po in Italy 
and in Germany. These rods have enough power to combat and land 2m+ 
catfish. The guides are suitable both for multiplier and fixed spool reels. 
All guides are under-wrapped to stand highest strains. All rods feature an 
EVA fighting handle on the butt section to achieve a better leverage during 

the fight. Comes with aluminium gimbal for a harness. The 2.7m model is 
made for clonking from the boat or for spin fishing. The 2 longer versions 
for bottom and buoy fishing. Feature extra strong double leg guides, over-
lapping tip guide and EVA handle.

Trout rods

Coregone rods

With support from our specialists for coregone fishing in Bavaria/Germa-
ny and Austria we have developed an amazing series of coregone rods. A  
superior, very light weight blank shows every short bite and due to the 
light weight, this rod can be fished fatigue-proof all day long. 
The use of DynafloTM guides makes the rod extremely fast. The blank  
delivers enough power reserves for fishing  in deep water. The TWILIGHT 

COREGONErods come with 2 different solid carbon tips. The light tip is ideally  
suited for weights from 3-7g - the harder tip for the weights from 7-12g. The  
sliding reel seat is suitable for Centerpins and small fixed spool reels.

Art.-No. length cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11915-225 2,25m 117cm 2+2 90g 5
11915-240 2,40m 124cm 2+2 95g 5
11915-255 2,55m 132cm 2+2 100g 5
  

Spinning rods

tWIlIght sPecIAlIst coRegone
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Drop shot rods

Drop shot rods

Such a rod has never been on the market before! Only by the most  
modern manufacturing technologies and large know-how the DAIWA  
engineers managed to integrate a real titanium tip into a carbon fibre 
rod.  The titanium tip stands the highest strains without breaking. By the 
tip construction teh rod is very sensitive and absorbs very heavy bites  
perfectly. By the length of 2.10m the TEAM DAIWA CIELO can be fished 
on the boat and at the shore. The TEAM DAIWA CIELO Dropshot unifies 
sensibility and power in an unknown dimension!  Features original FUJI 
SiC guides.

teAm DAIWA cIelo 
DRoPshot 

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11120-210 2.10m 5-30g 111cm 2 140g 8
  

teAm DAIWA VeRtIcAl Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11501-180 1.80m 7-21g 114cm 2 125g 9
11501-181 1.80m 7-21g 114cm 2 130g 9
  

teAm DAIWA DRoPshot
Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11501-182 1.80m 7-21g 114cm 2 120g 9
11501-183 1.80m 7-21g 114cm 2 115g 9
11501-300 3.00m 10-40g 158cm 2 260g 11
  

A vertical rod for highest requirements. Due to the unequal division, this 
One&Half series provides a perfect bending curve, which is similar to  
an one-piece rod - though with the advantage of the division and a  
facilitated transport.
Due to the usage of 36t High Modulus carbon fiber material, this is a very 
light and fast rod – quite perfect for vertical fishing.
Model 11501-181 has a trigger handle for a multiplier reel, model  

11501-180 has been constructed for spinning reels. Both versions are 
equipped with Fuji® Alconite double leg guides, Fuji® reel seat, Daiwa  
V-Joint® spigot joint and AAA cork handle.FUJI reel seat

Depending on the version, this series of special rods can be used for boat- 
and shorefishing. Its construction and equipment are almost identical to 
the vertical series. In contrast, the Drop-Shot models feature a spliced 
carbon fiber tip, which is much more flexible and permissive which causes 
the necessary delay after the bite. Model 11501-183 contains a trigger re-
el seat fort a baitcasting reel. The 3m version is provided with single leg  

guides and fits perfectly for fishing at the shore. Due to the length it is  
possible to lead the lure over great distances and to set a good hook 
thanks to the great lever. Both versions are stocked with Fuji® Alconite  
guides, Fuji® reel seat, Daiwa V-Joint® spigot joint and AAA cork handle.

FUJI reel seat

Model 11501-183 is a 
baitcasting rod

Model 11501-182 and 
11501-300 are made 
for spinning reels

Model 11501-181 is a 
baitcasting rod

Model 11501-180 is  
made for spinning reels

Original DAIWA click sound reel seat
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Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11595-180 1.80m 40-80g 97cm 2 150g 7
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11595-181 1.80m 10-20g 97cm 2 120g 7
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11595-186 1.80m 60-160g 97cm 2 180g 8
  

MEGAFORCE Jerkbait-Combo

MEGAFORCE Heavy Jerkbait-Combo

MEGAFORCE Vertical Combo

With this combo your equipment becomes perfect. The balance of the rod is specially adjusted to the MEGAFORCE Twitchin reel, to achieve a perfect 
unit of rod and reel. The Jerbait rod is designed for the more and more popular becoming fishing with small and medium jerks. With the Twitchin lever 
of the MEGAFORCE reel you can give unknown actions to the lure. The vertical rod makes even the fighting of smaller zander’s a great adventure. The  
Trigger reel seat lets a small piece of the blanks lay openly and so you feel even the lightest bite and you can feel the shape of the ground ideally  
by the blank and finger. The MEGAFORCE rods are feature SiC guides and high quality cork handle. Optically and technically these combos are a  
perfect unit.

megAfoRce JeRKBAIt-/VeRtIcAl comBos

Predator combos

11595-180

11595-186

11595-181

heARtlAnD

Special rods

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11451-330 3.30m 10-35g 116cm 3 215g 11
11451-360 3.60m 10-35g 126cm 3 225g 11
11451-390 3.90m 10-35g 136cm 3 250g 11
  

Sbirolino-Fishing is in vogue – and this is not restricted to trout fisheries. 
Daiwa`s new HEARTLAND™ rods are very sensitive and made of a very 
slim blank, which is perfectly balanced. With Sbirolinos of 20-35g you can 
reach casting distances of 60m and more. The fine tip reliably indicates 
bites. This rod is equipped with lightweight DYNAFLO™ single leg guides, 
Fuji® reel seat, hook keeper and superior natural cork handle. The HEART-
LAND Sbirolino rods offer an excellent price-performance ratio.

FUJI reel seat

Fishing with fly for seatrout gains more and more popularity - with the  
HEARTLAND Sbirolino sea trout we offer a special sbirolino rod with  
sensible tip and strong back bone for fishing on the shore. The light blank 
is semi-parabolic and enables long distance casts with weights of 20-50g. 
By the length of 3.45m even long leaders of 2.5m can be cast without  
problems. Features original FUJI reel seat, light weight DYNAFLOTM  
guides and superior AAA cork-handle.

heARtlAnD sBIRolIno seA tRout 

With the HEARTLAND trigger spin we offer 2 spinning rods with different 
casting weights for the more and more popular fishing with baitcast and 
multiplier reels. These rods are extreme light weight and show perfect 
casting abilities with plugs or spoons. Feature original FUJI trigger reel 
seat, SiC guides and AAA cork handle.

heARtlAnD tRIggeR sPIn 

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11450-345 3.45m 15-50g 123cm 3 215g 11
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11450-255 2.55m 14-28g 134cm 2 195g 9
11450-256 2.55m 21-56g 134cm 2 200g 9
  

heARtlAnD sBIRolIno tRout

11451-360

11450-255

11450-345
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Carp rods

FUJI reel seat

emBlem cARP
Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11676-360 12-3.60ft-m 2.75lb 189cm 2 310g 6
11676-361 12-3.60ft-m 3.00lb 189cm 2 320g 6
11676-390 13-3.90ft-m 3.00lb 204cm 2 345g 6
11676-391 13-3.90ft-m 3.75lb 204cm 2 410g 6
  

Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11676-365 12-3.60ft-m 4.50lb 189cm 2 380g 6
  

DAIWA cARP RoDs

Highest reliability and a timeless, classical design – these are the charac-
teristics of our new Daiwa EMBLEM® rod series. The blanks have been to-
tally revised. Their impressive new power becomes apparent both during 
the great strains of casting and while fighting with big fish. As requested 
frequently, we have also included a spod rod with 4.5IBS testing curve in 
this series. With the aid of this rod it is easily possible to cast great distan-
ces even with spods up to 250g-400g.

HVF™ carbon fiber blank  ►
Fuji™ Alconite guides  ►
Fuji™ reel seat  ►
Woven carbon spacer within the reel seat  ►
Padded cloth bag  ►

Carp rods

touRnAment AKn
 

Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11671-360 12-3.60ft-m 2.75lb 187cm 2 300g 6
11671-361 12-3.60ft-m 3.00lb 187cm 2 320g 6
11671-390 13-3.90ft-m 3.00lb 203cm 2 340g 6
11671-391 13-3.90ft-m 3.50lb 203cm 2 385g 6
11671-392 13-3.90ft-m 3.75lb 203cm 2 415g 6
  

FUJI reel seat

AKN- this Name is cutting a dash within the scene for 15 years now. We 
are sure, the new DAIWA AKN rods will again serve as milestone for the 
development of new carp rods. True to the motto „Black is beautiful“ we 
have anodized all the rod’s metal components in black – this assorts per-
fectly with the dull-black blank and the black reel seat. We even managed 
to paint the guide wrapping black, with a complicated procedure being ne-
cessary. All blanks have been rebuild and newly designed – the novel AKN 
is a little bit more powerful and somewhat faster than the predecessors. 
Despite the starter guide we used novel Fuji Sic K-guides with stainless 
steel - these innovative Japanese guides ensure great casting distances 
and prevent line-frictions. Suited for both monofilament and braided lines. 

Like its predecessors, every Daiwa AKN rod obtains an individual serial 
number.

SUPER SVF Graphite™ blank construction  ►
Daiwa V-Joint® spigot joint  ►
Fuji™ Sic K-guides  ►
Fuji™ DPS reel seat  ►
Woven- carbon spacer within the reel seat  ►
Serial number  ►
Padded cloth bag  ►

Carp rods

touRnAment BAsIAIR cARP
In consequence of the great success of the Daiwa BASIAIR reel, it seemed 
natural to construct a matching rod according to Japanese standards. Two 
years of development and many testing procedures were necessary to 
bring out this BASIAIR rod, which can be seen as due counterpart to our 
BASIAIR reel. The alliance of SUPER SVF Graphite™ and 3DX™ carbon 
fiber makes it possible to construct a slim blank with a very fast action. 
The blank`s surface is coated with 3DX™ carbon fiber material, which  
reduces torque and appears like reptile skin. Since all other features of the 
BASIAIR are exclusively made of original Japanese components, this rod 
doesn’t leave any wishes unfulfilled.

SUPER SVF Graphite™ Blank construction  ►
3DX™ carbon fiber surface  ►
Fuji™ TITANIUM Sic K-guides  ►
Fuji™ Carbon-Design DPS reel seat  ►
Daiwa V-Joint® spigot joint  ►
Air-Foam™ EVA handle  ►
Thick, padded cloth bag  ►

FUJI reel seat

Tournament Basiair QD - the fitting reel 
for the new Basiair carp rod

 
Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11611-360 12‘-3.60ft-m 3.0lb 187cm 2 270g 7
11611-390 13‘-3.90ft-m 3.5lb 204cm 2 320g 7
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Carp rods

High Modulus carbon fibre blank  ►
Extreme slim and fast blank construction  ►
Original DAIWA V-Joint spigot  ►
Original FUJI ALCONITE guides  ►
Exclusive DAIWA reel seat  ►
Laser cut logo in the blank  ►
Thick 2-piece transportation holdall   ►

Top class carp rods in modern design - available as a 2-piece set. Our 
DAIWA engineers realised the two competing demands of our cosultants: 
extreme slim blanks with resilience and crisp tip action. Delivers great po-
wer reserves and will cope with an cracking carp - even on long distances. 
This rods show a great balance between slimness and power.

 

The BLACK WIDOW series feature light weight, slim blanks with a strong 
back bone. The large titanium oxide double leg guides support long  
distance casts. These rods have a great price performance ratio.

BlAcK WIDoW cARP

Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11570-360 12‘-3.60ft-m 3.00lb 190cm 2 335g 6
11570-362 12‘-3.60ft-m 2,75lb 190cm 2 315g 6
11570-364 12‘-3.60ft-m 3.00lb 128cm 3 355g 6
11570-391 13‘-3.90ft-m 3,50lb 201cm 2 380g 6
  

Carp rods

WInDcAst cARP

Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11681-360 12-3.60ft-m 2.00lb 184cm 2 255g 6
  

Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11681-363 12-3.60ft-m 4.50lb 184cm 2 390g 6
  

Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11681-362 12-3.60ft-m 2.75lb 184cm 2 295g 6
11681-361 12-3.60ft-m 3.00lb 184cm 2 310g 6
11681-390 13-3.90ft-m 3.00lb 200cm 2 365g 6
11681-391 13-3.90ft-m 3.50lb 200cm 2 390g 6
  

RyuKon cARP

Slim, fast, accurate and great power reserves – these are the features of 
this new Daiwa carp rod series. The slim carbon fiber blank, made of wo-
ven carbon fiber, isn’t just an optical beauty – it also helps to reach enor-
mous casting distances. The relatively parabolic 2Ibs version has been 
constructed for “Pleasure-Fishing” – it is also perfectly suiting if you are 
„just“ fishing for regular carps up to 8-20Ibs. All WINDCAST® rods pos-
sess a „Night-glow“ banderole below the reel seat, which is glowing in the 
dark and facilitates grabbing the rod by night.

Woven carbon fiber blank  ►
Fuji  ► ® reel seat
SIC double leg guides  ►
„Nigh glow“ banderole  ►
Padded cloth bag  ►

FUJI reel seat

Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11685-366 12-3.60ft-m 3.00lb 186cm 2 280g 7
11685-396 13-3.90ft-m 3.50lb 202cm 2 350g 7
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Coarse fishing rods

This rod series convinces by slim blank diameters, light blank weights and 
high quality components. Made of High Modulus carbon, those rods are 
extraordinary well balanced. By using the exclusive Daiwa sliding reel seat 
for all float and feeder rods, the balance can be perfectly adjusted to the 
reel´s size.

Power match rods, superiorly manufactured in classic design. With screw 
down reel seat. Ideally suited when heavy wagglers are the choice. These 
rods are the perfect mate for smaller carp, tench and large bream.

Art.-No. length cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11774-390 3,90m 137cm 3 245g 13
11774-420 4,20m 147cm 3 270g 14
  

AQuAlIte mAtch

11775-390

11776-390

11778-390

11779-390

11774-390

Very light weight rods with semi-parabolic action and slim blank  
diameter. Rods for coarse fishing. The size of the guides is chosen to let 
the line stopper slide through the guides without problems. The Power 
Float rods are also very well suited for zander and trout fishing.

AQUALITE SENSOR FLOAT RodThese rods are distinguished by an  
extreme slim, light weight blank and a very sensible solid carbon tip that 
is nearly unbreakable.  These rods are ideally suited for lighter fishing 
for tench, perch and smaller carp. The spliced-in carbon tip absorbs the  
power of fighting fish perfectly and even very thin lines can be used  
without danger of breakage. Due to their character, those rods are  
also perfect to use on Trout lakes and reservoirs.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11775-360 3,60m 15-50g 127cm 3 220g 9
11775-390 3,90m 15-50g 137cm 3 245g 9
11775-420 4,20m 15-50g 147cm 3 250g 9
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11776-360 3,60m 10-35g 127cm 3 230g 8
11776-390 3,90m 10-35g 137cm 3 235g 9
11776-420 4,20m 10-35g 147cm 3 245g 9
  

Strong feeder rods with large guides. Although the back bone is  
very strong, the blank is slim and is very well balanced. The balance can 
be adjusted to the size of the reel by the Daiwa sliding reel seat. The 
large guides in the quiver tips allow the use of tapered leaders. Superb  
feeder rods for an exceptional price/performance ratio. Supplied with  
3 different quiver tips (2x carbon fibre, 1x glass fibre).

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11778-360 3.60m -150g 127cm 3+3 250g 8
11778-390 3.90m -150g 137cm 3+3 265g 8
11778-420 4.20m -150g 147cm 3+3 280g 9
  

Similar in construction to the Heavy Feeder rods, this rod offers a  
slightly more parabolic go-through action and less back bone. It was  
specially developed for the more and more popular feeder fishing with 
pellets on bream, barbel and big roach.
Of course this rods is also suitable to normal feeder fishing with cage  
feeders. Supplied with different quiver tips (2x carbon fibre, 1x glass  
fibre).

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11779-390 3.90m -120g 137cm 3+3 260g 8
  

AQuAlIte PoWeR floAtAQuAlIte sensoR floAt

AQuAlIte heAVy feeDeR

AQuAlIte Pellet feeDeR
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Coarse fishing rods

The Twilight Specialist rods were totally renewed for 2010. They offer a 
slim profile High Modulus carbon blank with semi-parabolic action. Due to 
the usage of new blanks, we could even further reduce their total weight !  
These rods can be used for carp, tench or barbel and deliver great  
forgiveness when loaded at close range. Feature SiC double leg guides 
and superior natural cork handle.

Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11688-360 12‘-3,60ft-m 1,25lb 188cm 2 205g 9
11688-390 13‘-3,90ft-m 1,25lb 201cm 2 220g 10
  

Art.-No. length TC cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11688-361 12‘-3,60ft-m 1,75lb 126cm 3 220g 9
11688-391 13‘-3,90ft-m 1,75lb 138cm 3 240g 10
  

tWIlIght sPecIAlIst

Feeder rods

teAm DAIWA heAVy feeDeR 
Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11742-390 3.90m 40-150g 142cm 3+4 275g 8
11742-420 4.20m 40-150g 152cm 3+4 300g 8
  

The TD Heavy feeder rods  were completely new designed for 2010. Both 
models are light weight and well balanced and offer a strong back bone 
for fishing on long distances in large rivers. The TD Heavy Feeder fea-
ture extra large SiC double leg guides that give additional casting dis-
tance. The oversize guides on the quivers let tapered leaders slide through  

with ease. Every rod is delivered with 4 quiver tips (3x carbon fibre 2.5oz, 
3.5oz, 4oz, 1 x glass fibre 1.5oz.) The different spiral colours of the quiver 
tips support bite detection under bad conditions.

FUJI reel seat

Pole rods

sWeePfIRe WhIP WIth guIDes
Art.-No. length cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11511-400 4.00m 116cm 4 400g 5
11511-500 5.00m 118cm 5 420g 6
11511-600 6.00m 125cm 6 460g 7
  

Pole rods

sWeePfIRe set WIthout guIDes

Art.-No. length cl. lgth. parts wt.
11512-300 3.00m 115cm 3 250g
11512-400 4.00m 115cm 4 320g
11512-500 5.00m 115cm 5 440g
11512-600 6.00m 115cm 6 520g
  

11688-360

11688-361

A good value pole rod with guides for occasional fishermen and for 
catching bait fish.

This pole rod set consist of a glass fiber pole rod and attached winder with 
float, hook and line – like this you are immediately ready to fish. These sets 
are delivered in a clear transport bag with header card and euro hole.
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megAfoRce tele 40 megAfoRce tele 60 megAfoRce tele 90

megAfoRce tele 300

megAfoRce tele 150

megAfoRce telesPIn

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11396-270 2.70m 5-40g 100cm 5 190g 5
11396-300 3.00m 5-40g 102cm 5 205g 5
11396-330 3.30m 5-40g 102cm 6 245g 6
11396-360 3.60m 5-40g 103cm 6 265g 6
11396-390 3.90m 5-40g 105cm 7 320g 7
11396-420 4.20m 5-40g 105cm 7 345g 7
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11397-270 2.70m 30-60g 100cm 5 195g 5
11397-300 3.00m 30-60g 112cm 5 210g 5
11397-330 3.30m 30-60g 104cm 6 265g 6
11397-360 3.60m 30-60g 114cm 6 270g 6
11397-390 3.90m 30-60g 115cm 7 335g 7
11397-420 4.20m 30-60g 115cm 7 360g 7
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11398-300 3.00m 40-90g 112cm 5 225g 5
11398-330 3.30m 40-90g 104cm 6 275g 6
11398-360 3.60m 40-90g 114cm 6 280g 6
11398-390 3.90m 40-90g 115cm 7 345g 7
11398-420 4.20m 40-90g 115cm 7 375g 7
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11399-300 3.00m 70-150g 105cm 5 245g 5
11399-330 3.30m 70-150g 106cm 6 315g 6
11399-360 3.60m 70-150g 106cm 6 340g 6
11399-390 3.90m 70-150g 107cm 7 410g 7
11399-420 4.20m 70-150g 107cm 7 415g 7
  

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11340-330 3.30m 100-300g 106cm 6 340g 6
11340-360 3.60m 100-300g 106cm 6 365g 6
  

seA fIshIng RoDs

11396-270

11397-270

11398-390

11399-300

11340-330

This new MEGAFORCE® series provides a slim carbon fiber blank with 
a great bending curve at an excellent price-performance ratio. Thanks to 
the wide choice of casting weights and lengths every fisherman will find a 
fitting telescopic rod model.

Sea fishing rods
This new surfcasting rod captivates by its stiff back bone with  
sensitive tip - the rod is very powerful during the cast and the rig can 
reach enormous distances. By the large SiC guides there is less line 
friction, which adds on several meters to the casting distance. The 

eXlIneR suRf
Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11806-425 4.20m 100-250g 150cm 3 560g 6
11806-455 4.50m 100-250g 160cm 3 590g 6
  

tip guide has a special frame construction that avoids line tangling. 
The sliding reel seat can be adjusted according to the body size in 
order to optimize the leverage effect.

Pole rods

comPAss moBIle telePole
Art.-No. length cl. lgth. parts wt.
11752-300 3.00m 40cm 9 75g
11752-400 4.00m 40cm 12 135g
11752-500 5.00m 40cm 15 220g
  

Telescopic pole rod with short division. Due to the section length of 
40cm, these rods nearly can be carried in your jacked pocket. It`s ideally  

practicable for catching bait fish or a spontaneous trip. The carbon fiber 
blank reduces the rod`s weight and offers great fighting action.

High-sensitive rod for ground fishing and fishing with floats for trout, tench, 
perch and zander.

These are perfect rods for stalking carps, pikes and zanders. The wide 
range of models always offers an ideal rod for lake, pond and river.

These rods are a great choice for heavy fishing for pike, carp and eel. The 
powerful backbone makes it possible to cast even heavy rigs and lures.

These series provides extremely powerful rods for heavy fishing with  
heavy rigs and with big dead baits for pike. They also perfectly suit for  
occasional sea fishing.

These powerful telescopic rods perfectly fit for catching pikes and jigging. 
This rod can also stand raging currents while fishing for eels.
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Sea fishing rods

seAlIne X'tReme InteRlIne

tAnAcom Bull BoAt 
Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11127-210 2.10m 300-800g 150cm 2 500g 8
  

Art.-No. model length lb cl. lgth. parts wt.
11817-300 SL-ZB2050AI 2.35m 30-50 162cm 2 415g
11817-301 SL-ZB1530AI 2.35m 15-30 158cm 2 450g
  

Sea fishing rods

nInJA BoAt InteRlIne BoAt 
Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt.
11815-240 2.40m 100-300g 129cm 2 300g
11815-270 2.70m 100-300g 144cm 2 340g
  

This rod has been especially developed for deep sea fishery with electronic 
reels and can be used with sinkers up to 300-800g. The special chrome-
plated metal guides for braided lines don’t include inlays– like this you can 
fish without being afraid of loosing the inlay due to tough hits during the 
transport or within the boat. The original ALPS reel seat even secures  
heavy multiplier reels. Due to the single-piece blank, which is tucked in-
to the handle, this rod performs great action and breaking strength. The  

handle is made of extremely strong and though EVA material and is 
kept short, to guarantee a perfect power transmission while fishing and  
during the fight with the fish. It also includes a gimbal butt cap at the end of  
the handle. Of course this rod is also suitable for fishing with normal  
multiplier reels.

It`s not necessary to say much about this classical rod – many big halibuts 
and cods haven been landed with our DAIWA SEALINE INTERLINE during 
the last years. Everybody who has once fished with this rod does not want 
miss it. The 20-50Ibs version is suitable for sea fishing with all kind of lures 
for halibut, cod, ling and wolffish. The tip is perfectly sensitive even for the 
lightest bites and due to the powerful backbone you can easily fight with 

a 100kg heavyweight giant. Our assortment newly contains a more light 
weight, 15-30Ibs version, which is ideally suiting for fishing for colefish, 
cod and halibut.

Sea fishing with Interline rods is steadily gaining popularity. The Interline 
construction provides considerable advantages to rods with guides. You 
will never again have damaged inlays due to unconscious transportation 
or tumbling rods. The likelihood of line damages caused by contact with 
railing or sharp edges is reduced. If necessary, the single tip guide can  
easily be substituted. The NINJA® rods are designed for both multiplier 

and spinning reels. Thanks to the lightweight construction (100-300g), the-
se NINJA® rods are suitable for fishing for cod, colefish, ling and halibut in 
the North Sea or in northern Norway.

Strong and robust sea fishing rods for Norway and Iceland. The 3 
models with a casting weight up to 400g are ideally suited for the 
use of extra large soft lures in the category of 20-30cm with heavy 
lead heads. The tip is sensitive to absorb the load of fighting fish on  
braided lines. The back bone has enough power to combat even  
huge cod and halibut safely. By their special construction there is no 
joint connection at critical, stressed points and the bending curve is 

seAlIne JIggeR
Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11890-210 2.10m 150-400g 152cm 2 305g 6
11891-225 2.25m 100-300g 78cm 3 340g 10
11890-240 2.40m 150-400g 150cm 2 335g 7
11890-270 2.70m 150-400g 165cm 2 330g 7
  

very event. The 3-piece 20lbs model is ideally suited as a light rod for 
pirks of the 200-300g category and for large soft lures with medium 
heavy jig heads. Features x-strong double leg guides, fighting handle, 
spigot joint, EVA handle and gimbal butt cap.

Sea fishing rods
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Sea fishing rods

eXceleR seA fIshIng 
With the sea fishing rods of the EXCELER series we can offer superior car-
bon fibre rods at a fantastic price/performance ratio. All rods feature spi-
got joints for an optimal bending curve and superior, salt water resistant 
double leg guides. Comes with cork handle.

The EXCELER Seabass rods have especially been developed for 
bass fishing on the dutch coastal regions and for boat fishing. The 
3m model is ideally suited for casting spoons and smaller jigs from 
the shore.

eXceleR seABAss sPInnIng

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11530-300 3.00m 15-50g 150cm 2 235g 9
11530-270 2.70m 40-120g 140cm 2 230g 8
11530-330 3.30m 40-120g 170cm 2 320g 9
  

eXceleR seA tRout
A great sea trout rod for the Baltic coast - by the slight parabolic  
action the rod loads perfectly during the cast and brings lures to 
far distances. The very slim blank is well balanced and offers good 
power reserves for huge seatrout. Features double leg starter guide 
and single leg guides.

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11530-310 3.10m 10-40g 160cm 2 230g 9
  

eXceleR PIlK
Universal pilk rods you can use for the German Baltic sea and North 
sea as well as in Norway and in Iceland. The rods have a strong back 
bone with a bit smoother tip in order to reduce loss during the fight 
with the fish.

11530-270

11530-310

11531-240

Art.-No. length CW cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11531-210 2.10m 100-200g 110cm 2 220g 6
11531-240 2.40m 100-200g 130cm 2 220g 6
11531-270 2.70m 100-200g 140cm 2 285g 6
11531-300 3.00m 100-200g 160cm 2 315g 7
  

eXceleR tRollIng
Special rods for trolling with Downriggers and Dipsy Divers. These rods have been developed in cooperation with our DAIWA consultants from Sweden. 
Made for catching salmon, sea trout, pike and cod. Of course all rods feature a gimbal and an overlapping tip guide for line protection. The combination 
of carbon fiber and fiberglass warrants high breaking strength even under great strains and a well balanced feeling.

Sea fishing rods

Art.-No. length lb cl. lgth. parts wt.
11808-240 2.40m 12-20 127cm 2 280g
  

Art.-No. length lb cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11808-241 2.40m 12-20 127cm 2 265g 13
  

Art.-No. length lb cl. lgth. parts wt. guides
11808-271 2.70m 15-30 142cm 2 320g 13
  

Art.-No. length lb cl. lgth. parts wt.
11808-270 2.70m 15-30 142cm 2 325g
  

eXceleR InteRlIne DoWnRIggeR

Interline rods have acquired an outstanding reputation for trolling  
within the last years - the new EXCELER INTERLINE with a length of  
2.4m provides all advantages of the INTERLINE construction for fishing for 
salmon, sea trout and pike.

eXceleR DoWnRIggeR

Classical Downrigger rod with tight guides. We have chosen a length of 
2.4m because many trolling anglers from the Baltic Sea requested this  
version, since landing big fish in small boats often caused difficulties by 
using the conventional length of 2.55m, because it was not possible to 
lead the fish close enough to the boat.

eXceleR InteRlIne DIPsy DIVeR

Special rods for usage with Dipsy Divers. All common Diver sizes can be 
fished with this rod. Despite the strong backbone, this rod has enough  
resilience to absorb head shakes and escape attempts of big salmons.

eXceleR DIPsy DIVeR

Guided special rod for usage with Dipsy Divers. All common Diver  
sizes can be fished with this rod. Despite the strong backbone, this rod  
possesses enough resilience to absorb head shakes and escape  
attempts of a big salmon.

Exceler Interline Downrigger and Interline Dipsy diver

Exceler Downrigger and Dipsy diver

neW
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DAIWA brAIDeD lInes

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12705-008 0.08 4.9 10.0 135m
12705-010 0.10 6.6 15.0 135m
12705-012 0.12 8.9 20.0 135m
12705-014 0.14 10.8 25.0 135m
12705-016 0.16 13.7 30.0 135m
12705-018 0.18 16.5 35.0 135m
12705-020 0.20 18.8 40.0 135m
12705-026 0.26 24.0 50.0 135m

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12706-012 0.12 8.9 20.0 300m
12706-014 0.14 10.8 25.0 300m
12706-016 0.16 13.7 30.0 300m
12706-018 0.18 16.5 35.0 300m
12706-020 0.20 18.8 40.0 300m
12706-026 0.26 24.0 50.0 300m
12706-030 0.30 29.0 60.0 300m
12706-035 0.35 40.0 85.0 300m

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12707-012 0.12 8.9 20.0 1000m
12707-014 0.14 10.8 25.0 1000m
12707-016 0.16 13.7 30.0 1000m
12707-018 0.18 16.5 35.0 1000m
12707-020 0.20 18.8 40.0 1000m
12707-026 0.26 24.0 50.0 1000m
12707-030 0.30 29.0 60.0 1000m
12707-035 0.35 40.0 85.0 1000m

  ► 8-strain braided
Perfect round profile  ►
Surface coating  ►
Very high breaking strength  ►
Perfect wet knot strength  ►
No stretch  ►
Made in Japan  ►

The new braided line from DAIWA - made in Japan. With the TOURNAMENT 
8 Braid we offer a first class, Japanese high performance  line  that  is braided 
from 8 single strains.  Any line can not be braided with rounder profile as the 
TOURNAMENT. By the special surface coating the line runs silent through the 
guides and can be knotted very well as sliding of the knot is hardly possible. The 
breaking strength is determined by Japanese standards. This line keeps its dia-
meter even after heavy usage. As a special  feature,  the  line  is delivered on a 
special spool construction - with this spool you can wind the line on the reel 
under pressure without other support like towels, etc. 

TOUrnAMenT 8xbrAID

As required frequently, we now offer the TOURNAMENT 8 Braid in a fluorescent colour. The yellow chartreuse colour makes it possible to detect the line 
even under diffuse light conditions like sunrise or backlight.

In 2011 Daiwa proudly presents this high-quality, tight round braided line for fresh 
and salt water usage. This line is completely manufactured in Japan and fully con-
sists of Dyneema® fibers. A special surface coating avoids the line taking on dust 
and improves abrasion resistance. Due to its coating, guide friction is reduced – as 
a result you can reach great casting distances silently while spin fishing. Thanks to 
the special spool construction, the line can be winded on the reel under pressure 
easily without any support like towels, etc. Available in dark green and fluo-yellow.

sHInObI brAID

Round braided  ►
High breaking strength  ►
High knot strength  ►
High abrasion resistance  ►
Low stretching  ►
Made in Japan  ►

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12716-012 0.12 5.0 10.0 135 m
12716-014 0.14 7.5 15.0 135 m
12716-016 0.16 10.0 20.0 135 m
12716-018 0.18 12.3 25.0 135 m
12716-020 0.20 14.8 30.0 135 m
12716-024 0.24 18.5 40.0 135 m
12716-028 0.28 24.5 50.0 135 m
12716-030 0.30 29.7 60.0 135 m
12716-035 0.35 34.7 70.0 135 m

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12716-112 0.12 5.0 10.0 270 m
12716-114 0.14 7.5 15.0 270 m
12716-116 0.16 10.0 20.0 270 m
12716-118 0.18 12.3 25.0 270 m
12716-120 0.20 14.8 30.0 270 m
12716-124 0.24 18.5 40.0 270 m
12716-128 0.28 24.5 50.0 270 m
12716-130 0.30 29.7 60.0 270 m
12716-135 0.35 34.7 70.0 270 m

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12716-212 0.12 5.0 10.0 3000 m
12716-214 0.14 7.5 15.0 3000 m
12716-216 0.16 10.0 20.0 3000 m
12716-218 0.18 12.3 25.0 3000 m
12716-220 0.20 14.8 30.0 3000 m
12716-224 0.24 18.5 40.0 3000 m
12716-228 0.28 24.5 50.0 3000 m
12716-230 0.30 29.7 60.0 3000 m
12716-235 0.35 34.7 70.0 3000 m

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12715-012 0.12 5.0 10.0 135 m
12715-014 0.14 7.5 15.0 135 m
12715-016 0.16 10.0 20.0 135 m
12715-018 0.18 12.3 25.0 135 m
12715-020 0.20 14.8 30.0 135 m
12715-024 0.24 18.5 40.0 135 m
12715-028 0.28 24.5 50.0 135 m
12715-030 0.30 29.7 60.0 135 m
12715-035 0.35 34.7 70.0 135 m

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12715-112 0.12 5.0 10.0 270 m
12715-114 0.14 7.5 15.0 270 m
12715-116 0.16 10.0 20.0 270 m
12715-118 0.18 12.3 25.0 270 m
12715-120 0.20 14.8 30.0 270 m
12715-124 0.24 18.5 40.0 270 m
12715-128 0.28 24.5 50.0 270 m
12715-130 0.30 29.7 60.0 270 m
12715-135 0.35 34.7 70.0 270 m

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12715-212 0.12 5.0 10.0 3000 m
12715-214 0.14 7.5 15.0 3000 m
12715-216 0.16 10.0 20.0 3000 m
12715-218 0.18 12.3 25.0 3000 m
12715-220 0.20 14.8 30.0 3000 m
12715-224 0.24 18.5 40.0 3000 m
12715-228 0.28 24.5 50.0 3000 m
12715-230 0.30 29.7 60.0 3000 m
12715-235 0.35 34.7 70.0 3000 m

Colour: fluo-yellow Colour: fluo-yellow Colour: fluo-yellow

Colour: dark green Colour: dark green Colour: dark green

Colour: dark green Colour: dark green Colour: dark green

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12705-108 0.08 4.9 10.0 135 m
12705-110 0.10 6.6 15.0 135 m
12705-112 0.12 8.9 20.0 135 m
12705-114 0.14 10.8 25.0 135 m
12705-116 0.16 13.7 30.0 135 m
12705-118 0.18 16.5 35.0 135 m
12705-120 0.20 18.8 40.0 135 m
12705-126 0.26 24.0 50.0 135 m
12705-130 0.30 29.0 60.0 135 m

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12706-112 0.12 8.9 20.0 300 m
12706-114 0.14 10.8 25.0 300 m
12706-116 0.16 13.7 30.0 300 m
12706-118 0.18 16.5 35.0 300 m
12706-120 0.20 18.8 40.0 300 m
12706-126 0.26 24.0 50.0 300 m
12706-130 0.30 29.0 60.0 300 m
12706-135 0.35 40.0 85.0 300 m

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12707-112 0.12 8.9 20.0 1000 m
12707-114 0.14 10.8 25.0 1000 m
12707-116 0.16 13.7 30.0 1000 m
12707-118 0.18 16.5 35.0 1000 m
12707-120 0.20 18.8 40.0 1000 m
12707-126 0.26 24.0 50.0 1000 m
12707-130 0.30 29.0 60.0 1000 m
12707-135 0.35 40.0 85.0 1000 m

Colour: chartreuse Colour: chartreuse Colour: chartreuseneW neW neW
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The favoured line for seatrout fishing! We have renewed 
the DAIWA SUPER SHINOBI to latest materials. In Japan, 
this line is one of the most popular lines on the market. 
This line is superior to most lines on the market and out-
plays in quality and price. The SUPER SHINOBI has a 
special surface coating to improve abrasion resistance 
during the cast. The favoured lines of many of our test 
anglers.
Colour: green-transparent

High lifting capacity  ►
Superior knot strength  ►
Extreme suppleness  ►
Surface coating  ►
Made in Japan  ►

The popular SAMURAI target fish lines are produced in Japan and follow 
Japanese quality standards - we made the impossible possible and nowe 
can offer you a high quality samurai line program „Made in Japan“ - for 
an incredible price.

High breaking strength  ►
Perfect knot strength  ►
Made in Japan  ►
Colour variation as per target fish  ►

sAMUrAI

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12800-015 0.15 1.7 3.8 500m
12800-018 0.18 2.5 5.6 500m

rOAcH

TrOUT

zAnDer

pIke

eel

cATfIsH

pIlk/bOAT

sUrf

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12801-016 0.16 2.1 4.7 500m
12801-018 0.18 2.5 5.6 500m
12801-020 0.20 3.1 7.0 500m
12801-022 0.22 4.5 9.8 500m
12801-025 0.25 5.2 11.4 500m

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12802-020 0.20 3.2 7.0 500m
12802-025 0.25 5.2 11.4 500m
12802-030 0.30 7.2 15.9 450m

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12805-030 0.30 7.2 15.9 450m
12805-035 0.35 10.1 22.3 350m

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12806-050 0.50 19.3 42.6 180m
12806-060 0.60 26.6 58.6 135m

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12807-040 0.40 12.4 27.3 250m
12807-045 0.45 16.0 35.2 200m
12807-050 0.50 19.3 42.6 200m

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12808-030 0.30 7.2 15.9 400m
12808-035 0.35 10.1 22.3 300m

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12803-025 0.25 5.2 11.4 500m
12803-030 0.30 7.2 15.9 450m
12803-035 0.35 10.1 22.3 350m

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12804-030 0.30 7.2 15.9 450m
12804-035 0.35 10.1 22.3 350m
12804-040 0.40 12.4 27.3 250m

cArp

With this unique line we present for the first time on the German 
market a Japanese high performance line that is 3 to 4 times 
more abrasion resistant than any other monofilament line - the 
difference  and advantage is really impressing and you will not 
want to miss this line in te future for fishing in tricky waters with 
rocky bottom, shells and reefs. In spite of the extreme abrasion 
resistance the line winds smooth on the reel and is great to 
cast. Try it - this Japanese line is really unique and trumps all 
you ever have fished with - that´s what our name DAIWA stands 
for.

InfInITY TrIple GAMMA

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12985-028 0.28 5.9 12.0 300m
12985-031 0.31 6.8 14.0 300m
12985-033 0.33 7.9 16.0 300m
12985-037 0.37 9.4 20.0 300m

DAIWA MOnOfIlAMenTs

sUper sHInObI
strength

Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12900-014 0.14 1.9 4.3 300m
12900-016 0.16 2.5 5.5 300m
12900-018 0.18 3.1 6.9 300m
12900-020 0.20 3.9 8.6 300m
12900-023 0.23 5.4 11.9 300m
12900-026 0.26 6.2 13.7 300m
12900-028 0.28 7.2 16.0 300m
12900-031 0.31 8.2 18.1 300m
12900-034 0.34 10.8 23.8 300m
12900-037 0.37 12.1 26.8 300m
12900-040 0.40 13.5 29.9 300m

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12900-314 0.14 1.9 4.3 3000m
12900-316 0.16 2.5 5.5 3000m
12900-318 0.18 3.1 6.9 3000m
12900-320 0.20 3.9 8.6 3000m
12900-323 0.23 5.4 11.9 3000m
12900-326 0.26 6.2 13.7 3000m
12900-328 0.28 7.2 16.0 3000m
12900-331 0.31 8.2 18.1 3000m
12900-334 0.34 10.8 23.8 3000m
12900-337 0.37 12.1 26.8 3000m
12900-340 0.40 13.5 29.9 3000m

With  the  new  TEAM  DAIWA  monofilament  line  we 
present  an  innovative  spin-fishing  line,  made  in  Ja-
pan. The  line`s special  feature  is  its  low stretch – you 
always have straight contact with the lure and increase 
your hook rate significantly. The main disadvantage of  
non-stretching lines – the low knot strength – has been 
eliminated completely in the case of the TEAM DAIWA. 
If the line reaches its stretching maximum, it retreats just 
before exceeding the critical limit. So the knot strength 
is nearly as good as with normal stretching lines. The 
TEAM  DAIWA  is  the  perfect  line  to  fish  over  great  
distances or in clear water. Colour: green

TeAM DAIWA T.D.lIne

Extreme low stretch  ►
High breaking strength  ►
High knot strength  ►
Extreme high abrasion resistance  ►
UV-resistant  ►
Made in Japan  ►

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12960-020 0.20 3.4 7.0 135 m
12960-023 0.23 4.5 9.5 135 m
12960-026 0.26 5.5 12.0 135 m
12960-030 0.30 7.9 17.0 135 m
12960-033 0.33 8.8 19.0 135 m

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12961-020 0.20 3.4 7.0 270 m
12961-023 0.23 4.5 9.5 270 m
12961-026 0.26 5.5 12.0 270 m
12961-030 0.30 7.9 17.0 270 m
12961-033 0.33 8.8 19.0 270 m

neW
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Premium-price,  High-quality  line made  in  Japan.  The  TRIFORCE    is  the  perfect  
all-purpose  line  for spin fishing  for  trout, perch, zander, pike and  for sea fishing. 
Also perfect for match- and feeder fishing due to its thin diameter.
Colour: blue-grey transparent

The  INFINITY DUO with camouflage design  is  the cult 
line of many  carp  anglers. Many big  fish have  already 
been netted with this line.

Green/black camouflage design  ►
Optimal stretchability  ►
High lifting capacity  ►
Extreme abrasion resistance  ►
Superior knot strength  ►
Made in Japan  ►

InfInITY DUO cArp
DAIWA MOnOfIlAMenTs

TrIfOrce

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12850-012 0.12 1.5 3.4 150m
12850-014 0.14 2.0 4.4 150m
12850-016 0.16 2.5 5.6 150m
12850-018 0.18 2.9 6.3 150m
12850-020 0.20 3.6 8.0 150m
12850-022 0.22 4.7 10.4 150m
12850-025 0.25 5.7 12.6 150m
12850-028 0.28 6.6 14.6 150m
12850-030 0.30 8.8 19.4 150m
12850-035 0.35 10.7 23.6 150m
12850-040 0.40 12.7 27.9 150m
12850-045 0.45 16.5 36.4 150m
12850-050 0.50 20.4 44.9 150m

High lifting capacity  ►
Little stretch  ►
Surface sealing  ►
High abrasion resistance  ►
Made in Japan  ►

The name is program - with the SALTIGA leader materials 
made  of  fluorocarbon  we  offer  you  one  of  the  best  
Japanese fluorocarbon qualities available in Japan. The 
SALTIGA  leaders  are  depending  on  the  diameter  the  
perfect  choice  for  trolling  for  salmon as well  as  fishing 
in Norway for pollack, halibut, cod and haddock. By the  
extra large spool you receive large capacity without  
curling and with good stretch. Quality made in Japan.

sAlTIGA sHOck leADer flUOrOcArbOn

strength
Art.-No. ø mm kg lb capacity
12950-050 0.50 13.3 30.0 50m
12950-060 0.60 17.7 40.0 50m
12950-070 0.70 26.6 60.0 50m
12950-080 0.80 35.4 80.0 50m
12950-100 1.00 44.3 100.0 50m

With  the  new HYPER CLEAR we  offer  one  of  the  best  FluoroCarbon materials, 
available  at  the  Japanese market. Due  to a  special manufacturing process,  this 
line features a 3-layer structure providing extreme abrasion resistance and perfect 
knot strength. By its high density, this line is sinking faster than most of the other  
FC lines. HYPER CLEAR – now with our new DAIWA logo.

HYper cleAr

3-layer structure  ►
High breaking strength  ►
Perfect knot strength  ►
Very high abrasion resistance  ►
Fast sinking  ►
Made in Japan  ►

HerrInG pATernOsTer WITH reAl fIsH skIn

Art.-No. size length
16641-005 5 135 cm
16641-025 2 135 cm

Art.-No. size length
16641-002 5 135 cm
16641-022 2 135 cm

Art.-No. size length
16641-105 5 135 cm
16641-125 2 135 cm

Art.-No. size length
16641-102 5 135 cm
16641-122 2 135 cm

Art.-No. size length
16643-105 10 135 cm

Art.-No. size length
16643-115 10 135 cm

With 2 hooks
Length: 135cm

With 2 hooks 
and additional beads
Length: 135cm

With 5 hooks 
and additional beads
Length: 135cm

DAIWA seA fIsHInG rAnGe

With 5 hooks
Length: 135cm

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12981-027 0.27 6.5 14.3 1670 m
12981-031 0.31 7.6 16.8 1210 m
12981-033 0.33 8.6 18.9 1060 m
12981-036 0.36 10.7 23.6 840 m

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12981-327 0.27 6.5 14.3 3000 m
12981-331 0.31 7.6 16.8 3000 m
12981-333 0.33 8.6 18.9 3000 m
12981-336 0.36 10.7 23.6 3000 m

strength
Art.-No. ø kg lb capacity
12951-012 0.12 1.4 3.0 25 m
12951-014 0.14 1.9 4.2 25 m
12951-016 0.16 2.5 5.5 25 m
12951-018 0.18 3.2 7.1 25 m
12951-020 0.20 3.6 8.0 25 m
12951-023 0.23 4.8 10.0 25 m
12951-026 0.26 5.7 12.0 25 m
12951-028 0.28 6.6 15.0 25 m
12951-030 0.30 7.2 16.0 25 m
12951-033 0.33 8.1 18.0 25 m
12951-037 0.37 9.6 22.0 25 m
12951-040 0.40 11.5 26.0 25 m

neW
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TOURNAMENT MEgA ScOUTER

With the new TOURNAMENT LURES we are delighted to present 
you a range of premium quality lures made in Japan. During the 
past years, the trend for high class lures has become stronger 
and stronger and therefore we decided to develop a range of 
top class products in cooperation with our Japanese engineers 

to match European demands. All lures are entirely produced and 
processed in Japan, feature Japanese split rings and Japanese 
sharpened hooks and are individually tested for perfected  
action. The TOURNAMENT Lures provide excellent results due 
to their individual character and wide choice of colours.

Classic, minnow shaped lure. This lure is suitable for the entire spectrum of 
fishing techniques. Depending on the technique its movements are strong 
flanking or wobbling and it imitates a prey fish swimming to the ground. 
The length of 60mm and the slim body make this floating lure suitable for 
almost all predators in fresh water. Diving depth when cast ca. 1.5m, trolled 
up to 2.5m.

Attractive, promotional display board with a trade unit of 4 pieces of all 
10 TOURNAMENT models in 10 colours each. (10 models x 10 colours  
x 4 pieces = 400 lures) Comes including 100 pins. The TOURNAMENT 
Display Board can easily be fixed on the wall. 
Measurements: 98cm x 125cm

TOURNAMENT DiSpLAy BOARD

Art.-No.
16600-100

TOURNAMENT

DAiWA pLUgS

TOURNAMENT ShiNER

16600-101    Ghost PerchArt.-Nr. 16600-102    Red CrawArt.-Nr.

16600-103    ChartreuseArt.-Nr. 16600-104    Lazer AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-105    FireTigerArt.-Nr. 16600-106    Black SniperArt.-Nr.

16600-107    Platinum goldArt.-Nr. 16600-108    Blue SmeltArt.-Nr.

16600-109    PhantomArt.-Nr. 16600-110    Rusty AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-501    Ghost PerchArt.-Nr. 16600-502    Red CrawArt.-Nr.

16600-503    ChartreuseArt.-Nr. 16600-504    Lazer AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-505    FireTigerArt.-Nr. 16600-506    Black SniperArt.-Nr.

16600-507    Platinum goldArt.-Nr. 16600-508    Blue SmeltArt.-Nr.

16600-509    PhantomArt.-Nr. 16600-510    Rusty AyuArt.-Nr.

Art.-No. length wt.
16600-5… 6.0 cm 5.5 g

Art.-No. length wt.
16600-1… 6.8 cm 14.0 g

The 68mm MEGA SCOUTER is a floating lure with a very energetic  
wobbling action and short, bustling movements. Due to it’s diving lip, 
it reaches very quickly deeper water levels. The rattles emit strong  
vibrations and frequencies you can feel during the retrieve up to the rod  
during retrieving. Usually the sound even activates lethargic predators 
and enhances the bite’s frequency. The inside weight system is perfectly  
balanced to let the main tungsten weight role to the front during a short 
and strong push of the rod to enable an even steeper diving angle in order 
to reach depth faster. Cast, the diving depth adds up to 2,5- 3,5m, trolled 
the lure is able to dive up to more than 5m – perfect for zanders on the 
ground.
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TOURNAMENT SURfAcE DivER

The SURFACE DIVER is a classic, floating surface lure that emits by its 
wide body shape and the integrated rattles very strong acoustic waves. 
It can be fished perfectly above weed and in very shallow waters. The  
SURFACE DIVER is very easy to use and even catches fish in simple  
retrieving. This lure can be cast very far due to the compact shape of 
body. Diving depth: ca. 0.3 – 0.6m

Our smallest in the program – the BABY CRANK emits strong vibrations 
and moves very wobbly through the water. The thin diving lip is made of 
robust plastic and adds up quickly to depth. Especially perch go crazy 
when this lure is fished variously and provokes intense bites. This floating 
lure is very well suited to be placed under craning bushes in order to catch 
trout. Diving depth ca. 0.5-1.2m

The 100mm SPAWN roles in small, hectic movements and by its sus-
pending character it is ideally suited for stop-and-go and twitching tech-
niques. By the special hook fixation (hook position limiter) the lure does 
not flip over when it is fished aggressively and it avoids the line getting 
tangled in the treble. Applying the stop-and-go technique, during the stop 
the SPAWN turns down with the head and imitates perfectly a prey fish 
searching for food. When casting, the diving depth reaches up to 2m, 
trolled, up to 3m.

The SCOUTER has a strongly wobbling action and emits very strong 
acoustic waves and sounds that entrap predators even from far distance. 
Even in muddy waters, this lure shows its full potential when predators 
localize their prey with the lateral line. It can be cast very well thanks to 
the compact shape of the body. This floating lure is ideally suited for large 
perch and zander. Diving depth when cast ca. 1.5m, trolled up to 3m.

DAiWA pLUgS

TOURNAMENT SpAWN

TOURNAMENT ScOUTER

TOURNAMENT BABy cRANk

16600-301    Ghost PerchArt.-Nr. 16600-302    Red CrawArt.-Nr.

16600-303    ChartreuseArt.-Nr. 16600-304    Lazer AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-305    FireTigerArt.-Nr. 16600-306    Black SniperArt.-Nr.

16600-307    Platinum goldArt.-Nr. 16600-308    Blue SmeltArt.-Nr.

16600-309    PhantomArt.-Nr. 16600-310    Rusty AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-401    Ghost PerchArt.-Nr. 16600-402    Red CrawArt.-Nr.

16600-403    ChartreuseArt.-Nr. 16600-404    Lazer AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-405    FireTigerArt.-Nr. 16600-406    Black SniperArt.-Nr.

16600-407    Platinum goldArt.-Nr. 16600-408    Blue SmeltArt.-Nr.

16600-409    PhantomArt.-Nr. 16600-410    Rusty AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-201    Ghost PerchArt.-Nr. 16600-202    Red CrawArt.-Nr.

16600-203    ChartreuseArt.-Nr. 16600-204    Lazer AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-205    FireTigerArt.-Nr. 16600-206    Black SniperArt.-Nr.

16600-207    Platinum goldArt.-Nr. 16600-208    Blue SmeltArt.-Nr.

16600-209    PhantomArt.-Nr. 16600-210    Rusty AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-601    Ghost PerchArt.-Nr. 16600-602    Red CrawArt.-Nr.

16600-603    ChartreuseArt.-Nr. 16600-604    Lazer AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-605    FireTigerArt.-Nr. 16600-606    Black SniperArt.-Nr.

16600-607    Platinum goldArt.-Nr. 16600-608    Blue SmeltArt.-Nr.

16600-609    PhantomArt.-Nr. 16600-610    Rusty AyuArt.-Nr.

Art.-No. length wt.
16600-6… 10.0 cm 13.5 g

Art.-No. length wt.
16600-2… 6.0 cm 10.0 g

Art.-No. length wt.
16600-4… 3.5 cm 3.5 g

Art.-No. length wt.
16600-3… 6.0 cm 10.0 g
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TOURNAMENT DOUBLE cLUTch

The DOUBLE CLUTCH is one of the most successful lures in Japan and 
already proved many times to achieve exceptional catches. During test 
fishing in Germany we could entrap pike and perch even with simple re-
trieving techniques. With it´s slim shape of the body it imitates perfectly 
small prey fish like e.g. a bleak. The DOUBLE CLUTCH is a suspender 
and can be fished almost on place as soon as it is brought down to 
depth. The action of the DOUBLE CLUTCH is a mixture between flanking 
and wobbling movements that are well suited for twitching- and jerking-  
techniques. Cast, the diving depth adds up to about 1m, trolled, up  
to 2m.

TOURNAMENT cURRENT MASTER SR

The CURRENT MASTER SR is made for the upper water levels and is 
ideally suited for asp. Thanks to the construction of its body and diving 
lip it can be fished very fast and it will not break out sideways and loose 
it´s action– ideal for rivers and streams. This lure shows its full potential 
when it is fished variously. With the CURRENT MASTER you can anger 
the target fish with letting the lure dance wildly on the spot to entrap them. 
Construction: Floating. Diving depth ca. 0.5-1.5m.

TOURNAMENT cURRENT MASTER DR

This 93mm floating lure is a real secret weapon for zander, perch and asp. 
The DR model is made for medium water levels and the diving depth adds 
up to 1.5 – 2m depth when it is cast. Trolled this lure reaches up to 2.5m. 
By the patented „Mag Lock Silent Weight Oscillation System“, excep- 
tional casting distances can be achieved. The special construction of the 
body and the diving lip makes this lure also suitable for fishing in stronger  
currents and rivers. Strong flanking and suspending action make this lure 
the perfect choice for twitching- and stop-and-go techniques.

An exceptional lure for ultra-light fishing. By the rather fast sinking be-
haviour the WISE MINNOW is ideal to reach depth fast in deeper holes 
and dimples in streams and rivers. The tungsten weight is fixed inside the 
body and provides good stability to the lure even in stronger currents. The 
WISE MINNOW has flanking movements and is a real magnet for trout 
and perch.

DAiWA pLUgS

TOURNAMENT WiSE MiNNOW

16600-701    Ghost PerchArt.-Nr. 16600-702    Red CrawArt.-Nr.

16600-703    ChartreuseArt.-Nr. 16600-704    Lazer AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-705    FireTigerArt.-Nr. 16600-706    Black SniperArt.-Nr.

16600-707    Platinum goldArt.-Nr. 16600-708    Blue SmeltArt.-Nr.

16600-709    PhantomArt.-Nr. 16600-710    Rusty AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-801    Ghost PerchArt.-Nr. 16600-802    Red CrawArt.-Nr.

16600-803    ChartreuseArt.-Nr. 16600-804    Lazer AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-805    FireTigerArt.-Nr. 16600-806    Black SniperArt.-Nr.

16600-807    Platinum goldArt.-Nr. 16600-808    Blue SmeltArt.-Nr.

16600-809    PhantomArt.-Nr. 16600-810    Rusty AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-901    Ghost PerchArt.-Nr. 16600-902    Red CrawArt.-Nr.

16600-903    ChartreuseArt.-Nr. 16600-904    Lazer AyuArt.-Nr.

16600-905    FireTigerArt.-Nr. 16600-906    Black SniperArt.-Nr.

16600-907    Platinum goldArt.-Nr. 16600-908    Blue SmeltArt.-Nr.

16600-909    PhantomArt.-Nr. 16600-910    Rusty AyuArt.-Nr.

16700-001    Ghost PerchArt.-Nr. 16700-002    Red CrawArt.-Nr.

16700-003    ChartreuseArt.-Nr. 16700-004    Lazer AyuArt.-Nr.

16700-005    FireTigerArt.-Nr. 16700-006    Black SniperArt.-Nr.

16700-007    Platinum goldArt.-Nr. 16700-008    Blue SmeltArt.-Nr.

16700-009    PhantomArt.-Nr. 16700-010    Rusty AyuArt.-Nr.

Art.-No. length wt.
16700-0… 5.0 cm 5.0 g

Art.-No. length wt.
16600-9… 9.3 cm 12.0 g

Art.-No. length wt.
16600-8… 9.3 cm 12.0 g

Art.-No. length wt.
16600-7… 7.5 cm 5.0 g
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Art.-No. size ømm
14450-100 1/0 0.33
14450-001 1 0.30
14450-002 2 0.28
14450-004 4 0.25
14450-006 6 0.25

Art.-No. size ømm
14451-100 1/0 0.33
14451-001 1 0.30
14451-002 2 0.28
14451-004 4 0.25
14451-006 6 0.22

Art.-No. size ømm
14452-002 2 0.35
14452-004 4 0.35
14452-006 6 0.30
14452-008 8 0.25
14452-010 10 0.25

Art.-No. size ømm
14453-001 1 0.40
14453-002 2 0.35
14453-004 4 0.35
14453-006 6 0.30
14453-008 8 0.25
14453-010 10 0.20

Art.-No. size ømm
14454-001 1 0.30
14454-002 2 0.25
14454-004 4 0.25
14454-006 6 0.22
14454-008 8 0.20
14454-010 10 0.18
14454-012 12 0.16

Art.-No. size ømm
14455-002 2 0.22
14455-004 4 0.22
14455-006 6 0.20
14455-008 8 0.18
14455-010 10 0.18
14455-012 12 0.16

Art.-No. size ømm
14456-004 4 0.20
14456-006 6 0.20
14456-008 8 0.18
14456-010 10 0.16
14456-012 12 0.14

Art.-No. size ømm
14457-010 10 0.14
14457-012 12 0.12
14457-014 14 0.10
14457-016 16 0.10
14457-018 18 0.10
14457-020 20 0.10
14457-022 22 0.08

Art.-No. size ømm
14458-010 10 0.14
14458-012 12 0.12
14458-014 14 0.10
14458-016 16 0.10
14458-018 18 0.10
14458-020 20 0.10

Art.-No. size ømm
14459-002 2 0.25
14459-004 4 0.22
14459-006 6 0.20
14459-008 8 0.20
14459-010 10 0.18
14459-012 12 0.16

Art.-No. size ømm
14460-002 2 0.25
14460-004 4 0.22
14460-006 6 0.20
14460-008 8 0.20
14460-010 10 0.18
14460-012 12 0.16

Art.-No. size ømm
14461-004 4 0.22
14461-006 6 0.20
14461-008 8 0.20
14461-010 10 0.18
14461-012 12 0.16

Art.-No. size ømm
14462-100 1/0 0.30
14462-001 1 0.30
14462-002 2 0.25
14462-004 4 0.25
14462-006 6 0.22

TOURNAMENT SNELLED hOOkS

cARp hOOk

cORN hOOk fEEDER hOOk

EEL hOOk

BREAM - fEEDER hOOk

WORM hOOk

cOMpETiTiON hOOk

Length: 70cm 
Content: 10 hooks.

Length: 60cm 
Content: 10 hooks

Length: 70cm 
Content: 10 hooks

Length: 80cm 
Content: 10 hooks

Length: 60cm 
Content: 10 hooks

Length: 80cm 
Content: 10 hooks

Length: 60cm 
Content: 10 hooks

Length: 60cm 
Content: 10 hooks

cARp hOOk

ROAch hOOk

TROUT hOOk TROUT hOOk

SBiROLiNO hOOk
Length: 60cm 
Content: 10 hooks

Length: 60cm 
Content: 10 hooks

Length: 120cm 
Content: 10 hooks

Length: 250cm 
Content: 10 hooks

ZANDER hOOk
Length: 70cm 
Content: 10 hooks

Absolutely superior DAIWA snelled hooks. Each hook knot and loop knot is proofed according to tension and tear resistance. We use only our DAIWA 
top lines „Made in Japan“ which are fixed to outstanding, superior Japanese hooks. Super strong and designed for the target fish. A superior product 
by DAIWA you can always rely on.

DAiWA hOOkS

Art.-No. size cont./
pack

14500-100 1/0 6 pc
14500-001 1 7 pc
14500-002 2 7 pc
14500-004 4 8 pc
14500-006 6 8 pc
14500-008 8 8 pc
14500-010 10 8 pc

Art.-No. size cont./
pack

14501-001 1 7 pc
14501-002 2 7 pc
14501-004 4 8 pc
14501-006 6 8 pc
14501-008 8 8 pc
14501-010 10 8 pc

TOURNAMENT TREBLE 
hOOkS TypE 14500

TOURNAMENT TREBLE 
hOOkS TypE 14501

Black chrome treble, finely stran-
ded but very strong and rigid. With 
straight, extreme strong point.

„SUPER TiN“ treble with CUTTING 
POINT, also ideally suited for the use 
of seafishing-lures.

DAiWA TREBLE hOOkS

Art.-No. size cont./
pack

14502-200 2/0 7 pc
14502-300 3/0 7 pc
14502-500 5/0 6 pc

TOURNAMENT TREBLE 
hOOkS TypE 14502
Extra strong „SUPER TiN“ treble for 
seafishing. With straight, sharp point 
and „Power Weld“ soldering.
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INFINITY CARP

DAIWA BoIlIes

INFINITY BoIlIes

BoIlIes Ø 16MM - 4KG

BoIlIes Ø 20MM - 4KG

BoIlIes Ø 16MM - 1KG

BoIlIes Ø 20MM - 1KG

BoIlIes Ø 28MM - 1KG

Art.-No. description
15100-100 Hemp & Meat Meal
15100-101 Pineapple Nut & Liver
15100-102 Halibut Banana Stinky
15100-103 Spicy Robin Red
15100-104 Chili Fish & Liver

Art.-No. description
15100-200 Hemp & Meat Meal
15100-201 Pineapple Nut & Liver
15100-202 Halibut Banana Stinky
15100-203 Spicy Robin Red
15100-204 Chili Fish & Liver

Art.-No. description
15100-300 Hemp & Meat Meal
15100-301 Pineapple Nut & Liver
15100-302 Halibut Banana Stinky
15100-303 Spicy Robin Red
15100-304 Chili Fish & Liver

Art.-No. description
15100-600 Hemp & Meat Meal
15100-601 Pineapple Nut & Liver
15100-602 Halibut Banana Stinky
15100-603 Spicy Robin Red
15100-604 Chili Fish & Liver

Art.-No. description
15100-500 Hemp & Meat Meal
15100-501 Pineapple Nut & Liver
15100-502 Halibut Banana Stinky
15100-503 Spicy Robin Red
15100-504 Chili Fish & Liver

By adding grinded particles, hemp 
seeds, dextrose and fresh oily 
liver-/meat meal these premium 
quality Boilies gain a chunky tex-
ture and arouse maximum attrac-
tion. Only natural preservatives are 
used! Hemp & Meat Meal does not 
contain artificial sweeteners and 
flavours!

By adding grinded particles, pea-
nuts, hemp seeds, dextrose and 
fresh oily liver meal, these pre- 
mium quality boilies gain a chunky 
texture and arouse maximum  
attraction. Only natural preserva-
tives are used! Pineapple Nut & 
Liver does contain natural flavours 
in a dosage, which has been pro-
ven for years.

By adding grinded particles, hemp 
seeds, dextrose and fresh oily fish 
meal, these premium quality boilies 
gain a chunky texture and arouse 
maximum attraction. Only natural 
preservatives are used! Halibut 
Banana stinky does contain natu-
ral flavours in a dosage, which has 
be proven for years.

By adding grinded particles, bird-
food seeds, original Robin Red, 
Spices (cinnamon, nutmeg, chil-
li, lovage, secret blend), dextrose 
and fresh oily liver meal these pre-
mium quality Boilies gain a chunky 
texture and arouse maximum at-
traction. Only natural preservati-
ves are used! Spicy Robin Red do-
es not contain artificial sweeteners 
and flavours!

Contain exclusively natural ingredients 
and can be compared to home-made 
boilies. By adding hot chili powder, soya 
meal, liver meal and fresh fish meal from 
the food industry, this premium quality 
boilies gain a chunky structure. Only  
natural preservatives are used. Chili Fish 
& Liver does contain natural flavours in  
a dosage, which has been proven for 
years.

INFINITY Boilies exclusively contain natural ingredients and can be compared to home-made boilies. Only natural preservatives are used in a minimal 
dosage.

HeMp & MeAT MeAl HAlIBuT BANANA sTINKY spIcY RoBIN ReD pINeApple NuT & lIveR

cHIlI FIsH & lIveR NeW

NeW
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Art.-No. description
15400-100 Hemp & Meat Meal
15400-101 Pinapple Nut & Liver
15400-102 Halibut Banana stinky
15400-103 Spicy Robin Red
15400-104 Chili Fish & Liver

Art.-No. description
15500-100 Hemp & Meat Meal
15500-101 Pineaplle Nut & Liver
15500-102 Halibut Banana stinky
15500-105 Spicy Robin Red
15500-104 Chili Fish & Liver

INFINITY sTIcK-MIX
The Infinity Stick Mix includes high-quality meals, many pellets, chipped 
corn and different attracting oils. The chunky structure attracts fish to 
the feeding spot instantly. Infinity Stick Mix additionally includes a 250ml  
liquid dispenser, which is fitting to the flavour of the stick mix. Ideally  
suited for feeding with PVA.
Content: 1kg

HeMp & MeAT MeAl HAlIBuT BANANA sTINKY

spIcY RoBIN ReD pINeApple NuT & lIveR

cHIlI FIsH & lIveR

INFINITY lIQuID DIp
Dip the mounted boilie or pop up in Liquid Dip. Afterwards turn it around 
in Daiwa Infinity Powder and fish it as usual. Also applicable for the  
production of boilies or for upgrading particles.
Content: 100ml

HeMp & MeAT MeAl HAlIBuT BANANA sTINKY

spIcY RoBIN ReD pINeApple NuT & lIveR

cHIlI FIsH & lIveR

INFINTIY BAIT poWDeR with intense smell and attraction. Moisten 
the ready-rigged boilie and dip it into the powder. The boilie will receive 
a slimy surface exuding a strong smell and attraction for fish. The slimy 
surface enlarges the Pop Up boilie from for example 16mm to 20mm and 
increases the more the slimy surface dissolves. Available in 4 different  
flavours, according to the INFINITY Boilie range.
Content: 75g

INFINITY BAIT poWDeR

Art.-No. description
15300-100 Hemp & Meat Meal
15300-101 Pineapple Nut & Liver
15300-102 Halibut Banana Stinky
15300-103 Spicy Robin Red
15300-104 Chili Fish & Liver

HeMp & MeAT MeAl HAlIBuT BANANA sTINKY

spIcY RoBIN ReD pINeApple NuT & lIveR

cHIlI FIsH & lIveR

Superior Pop Up´s with long lasting buoyancy by its finest ingredients and 
know how of production. Available in the same scents as the INFINITY 
Boilies. The fluorescent colours accent from any other bait and therefore 
improve attraction in comparision to usual PoP-Ups. The Pop Up box in-
cludes a dosage of INFINITY BAITR POWDER to increase attraction.
Content: 100g

INFINITY Fluo pop up BoIlIes

HeMp & MeAT MeAl HAlIBuT BANANA sTINKY

spIcY RoBIN ReD pINeApple NuT & lIveR

cHIlI FIsH & lIveR

pop ups Ø16MM

pop ups  Ø20MM

Art.-No. description
15200-100 Hemp & Meat Meal
15200-101 Pineapple Nut & Liver
15200-102 Halibut Banana Stinky
15200-103 Spicy Robin Red
15200-104 Chili Fish & Liver

Art.-No. description
15200-500 Hemp & Meat Meal
15200-501 Pineapple Nut & Liver
15200-502 Halibut Banana Stinky
15200-503 Spicy Robin Red
15200-504 Chili Fish & Liver

NeW

NeW

NeW NeW
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DAIWA CARP LUGGAGE

Art.-No. size
18800-800 52x32x25 cm

Professional Carp bag with integrated, detachable aluminium table. All legs can 
be length-adjusted. With LED lamp for illuminating the bag inside. Including 
lead case, 4 dip containers, rig board and boxes. Elastic straps to keep pliers, 
drills, etc. in place. 3 pockets inside and 2 big outer pockets give enough storing 
space for all accessories. Padded shoulder straps for comfortable transport. 
Comes with integrated rain shield to be safely stored during long sessions. 
  
Material: 100% Polyester, PVC coated

INFINITY PRoFEssIoNAL CARP bAG

Made of tear proof 1200D nylon material, this rucksack is very durable. 
Front opening access to the main compartment, padded for back protection,  
padded shoulder straps, 1 large zipped side pocket, 2 medium zipped side  
pockets, 1 large zipped front pocket, rubberized bottom for protection against 
dirt and humidity. Rubberised bottom
Material 100% polyester 600D, PVC coated

Art.-No. size
18600-002 46x30x70 cm

INFINITY RUCksACk
With this INFINITY carry-all bag you can bring all things you need  
during a weekend trip to the water. 4 external zipped bellow pockets for 
bite indicator and small parts. 2 mesh pockets for documents. Features 
a padded shoulder strap and padded handle. 1 large zipped side pocket, 
2 medium-sized zipped side pockets and 1 large front pocket with zip. 
Rubberised bottom.
Material 100% polyester 600D, PVC coated              

Art.-No. size
18800-001 46x23x32 cm
18800-002 55x30x45 cm

INFINITY CARRYALL

This combination of tackle and cooling bag for baits is perfect. Detachable 
rig and hook wallet case. Detachable dipp pocket with 6 dipp containers. 
Hard case bottom against humidity. Featured with padded shoulder strap 
and padded handle.
Material 100% polyester 600D, PVC coated

Art.-No. size
18800-005 41x22x36 cm

INFINITY CARRYALL

Art.-No. size
18800-500 30x23x10 cm

Space and protection for 1 carp reel 
and 2 spare spools.
Material 100% polyester 600D, PVC 
coated

Art.-No. size
18800-035 26x18x7 cm

With this case with 2 compartments 
you can transport your entire lead. The 
seams are double taped, to protect the 
case from damage even with full load. 
Material 100% polyester 600D, PVC coated

Delivered with 2 hard foam boards. For 
storage of ready hair-rigs, hooks etc. 
Material 100% polyester 600D, PVC 
coated

Art.-No. size
18800-100 29x14x4.0 cm
18800-200 32x15x5.5 cm

REEL CAsE LEAD CAsE

sTIFF RIG boARD WALLET

Art.-No. size
18800-020 31x21x10.5 cm

Art.-No.
18800-400

Offering the complete rig making and storage facilities. With EVA board  
and detacheable PVC pockets for storage of ready made leaders. An  
additional, large compartment with 18 compartments box for swivels, 
hooks etc.
Material 100% polyester 600D, PVC coated

Space and protection for 4 spa-
re spools for carp and surf reels. 
Material 100% polyester 600D, 
PVC coated

RIG CAsE sPARE sPooL PoCkET

Art.-No. size
18800-040 120x56 cm

With this weighing sack you can weigh carps, barbels and  
pikes. The special net is without knots and fish friendly. The size of 
the sack makes it possible to weigh carps with more than 40pounds. 
Material 100% polyester, PVC coated

INFINITY WEIGhING sACk
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The space wonder of the INFINITY range. It offers space for 6 mounted 12ft or 13ft rods – so you can take enough spare rods with you on your 
holiday trip. For the optimal protection the Holdall is padded inside. A small outer pocket for bank sticks, buzzer bars etc. A large outer 
pocket offers enough space for an umbrella. All seams are double taped. A wide, padded strap makes carrying comfortable with full load. 
Material 100% polyester 600D, PVC coated
Inner material 210D PU

Separate “Rod Sleeve” for one mounted carp rod. Padded thickly, with large reel part and long zip. Protects not only the carp rod but 
also high quality carp reels.
Material 100% polyester, PVC coated

Art.-No. size
18800-612 for 12‘ / 366 cm
18800-613 for 13‘ / 396 cm

Art.-No. size
18651-012 for 12‘ / 366 cm
18651-013 for 13‘ / 396 cm

Adjustable. With aluminium frame. 
Material 100% polyester, PVC coated

Art.-No.
18800-300

Art.-No.
18800-350

Ideal for a fishing trip the Infinity bed chair has been made from aluminium and is super light-
weight. Featuring six adjustable legs and tilting mud feet it is ideal to use on awkward banks 
especially when under an overnighter. Other features include extra padded pillow area and 
accessory side pocket on the frame.
Material cover 600D polyester, PVC coated

DAIWA RoD LUGGAGE

INFINITY RoD hoLDALL

INFINITY RoD sLEEvEs

INFINITY CARP bEDChAIR

INFINITY boAT PoD

DAIWA RoD PoDs

Art.-No. size
18800-070 40-62cm
18800-075 58-97cm

Telescopic bank stick with “carbon mesh” design. With fast snap. 
Made of aluminium.

Superior, portable boat rod pod made of massive stainless steel With 
the INFINITY Boat Pod you can adjust up to 3 rods on the pod fish with  
electronic bite indicators. The angle can be adjusted with a screw up 
to 90 degrees within seconds in order to fish with the tip upwards or  
downwards. The whole rod can be turned 360 degrees around the 
own axis and can be adjusted stagelessly. The portable adjustment  
mechanism can be fixed both horizontically and vertically - that is why 
the INFINITY Boat Pod is suitable for the adjustment on pontoons etc. as 
well as at the mirrors or seat bench of a boat. The screw clamp has an 
opening of 68mm.
Material transportation bag: 100% polyester

Art.-No.
18800-900

Art.-No.
18800-150

This rod pod is perfectly suited, if you only have little space for your rods. 
It is mounted very fast – ideal, if you change your location often. The 
INFINITY ROVING Rod Pod is not only suited for carp fishing but also for 
all stationary angling types. Light and easy to transport and to mount. 
Delivered with a transportation bag made of 100% nylon.

INFINITY bANk sTICk

INFINITY RovING RoD PoD

INFINITY UNhookING mAT, INFLATAbLE

INFINITY 
CARP ChAIR

Art.-No. size
18800-015 120x80 cm

NEW

Inflatable high-quality unhooking mat. Due to the size of 120x80cm it is also applicable for very big fish. Thanks to the curtain carps stay calm during the 
transport on the mat. The mat can be folded together and thus be transported space saving. Delivered with a small pump for inflating. 
Outer material: 100% polyester Inner material: 100% PVC
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Medium sized carry all for accessories and clothing. 2 front and 
2 side pockets for plastic boxes, mobile phone, documents etc. 
With shoulder strap and padded handle.
The classic CarryAll bag for an excellent price.
Made of 100% polyester 300D, PVC coated.
Inner material 210D PU

Small rucksack, box shaped – optimal for a short trip. 2 side pockets and 
an extra large front pocket for accessories and rain clothes.
Made of 100% polyester 300D, PVC coated.

Art.-No. size
17600-040 50x35x45 cm Art.-No. size

17600-005 62x30x20 cm
17600-070 80x42x38 cm

MISSION CARP

DAIWA CARP LUGGAGE

mIssIoN RovING RUCksACk mIssIoN CARRYALL

Art.-No. size
17600-020 25x10x18 cm

Art.-No. size
17600-050 75x115 cm

Art.-No. size
17600-060 40x14x4 cm

Art.-No. size
17600-051 115x145 cm

Bag with 2 EVA boards to store 
ready mounted rigs, hooks etc.
Made of 100% polyester 300D, 
PVC coated.

Protecting case for one carp or 
surf reel. Ideal to transport also a 
spare spool.
Made of 100% polyester 300D, 
PVC coated. 
Inner material 210D PU

Large carp sack. Delivered with 
transportation bag, made of cloth.
Made of 100% polyester 300D, 
PVC coated.

Large carp sack. For carps up to 
50 pounds. Delivered with trans-
portation bag, made of cloth.
Made of 100% polyester 300D, 
PVC coated.

REEL CAsE sTIFF RIG bAG CARP sACk CARP sACk XL

Art.-No.
17600-999

This 2-men tent offers enough space for 2 bed chairs / 
anglers. You also have space of bags, clothing etc. The  
MISSION tent contents of a cover and a inner tent ñ that  
avoids condensed water. The material is made of reistant, Pu  
coated nylaon. All seams are taped, to give long rain showers 
no chance. The zipper door has a mosquito net, that can be 
opened by a zip. The side parts of the tent is longer to store 
dirty boots and damp clothing. The bottom can be detached. 
Easy to mount in 5- 10min.
Size: 280cm x 220cm x 160cm 
Made of 100% Nylon, PU coated 
Bag 100% Nylon PVC coated

mIssIoN 2-mAN bIvvY

DAIWA TENT
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DAIWA CLoThING

Breathable, very thick padded winter 2-piece suite with detach- 
able inner jacket. Plenty of pockets supply enough space for all 
bits´n pieces and documents. The inner jacket is made of robust Rip-
Stop Nylon and can be detached by a 2-way zipper. Also comfort- 
able to wear separately. Even the sleeves of the inner jacket are  
detachable and convert the jacket to a vest. The Rip Stop Material  
resists even short showers and provides great comfort. The outer  
jacket offers air-circulation slots under the arms that can be opened  
during sun. The breathable bib´n brace is long cut to protect the chest 
area and the kidneys from cold and uncomfortable breeze. The Bib´n  
brace features long zippers on the legs to improve comfort of putting on/
off your boots. This unique 2-piece suite is extremely warm and light-
weight and provides perfect protection for the cold winter season and for 
boat fishing. Of course, this suite is 100% water proof.
Material: 100% Nylon, PU coated 
Lining: 100% Nylon 
Lining Jacket and trousers: 100% Cotton               
Lining Inner Jacket: 100% Cotton

Art.-No. size
18260-020 M
18260-030 L
18260-040 XL
18260-050 XXL

TEAm DAIWA ThERmo sUIT

Extra light weight and supple material  ►
Sturdy and easy to clean  ►
Polar-Fleece collar for optimal warmth comfort  ►
Braced, lined storm-hood with elastic band  ►
Neoprene cuffs at the sleeves  ►
Strengthenings at the elbows  ►
Strengthenings at the knees  ►
Reflecting foil at the soulders, sleeves and trousers  ►
Diverse attached pockets give room for small parts, pliers etc.  ►
Lined fleece pocket to warm the hands  ►
Superior YKK-zippers  ►
Velcro at the end of the legs  ►
Emergency whistle  ►
TEAM DAIWA transportation bag  ►
EN 393 certified  ►

Many customers have waited since years and have pushed us to become 
active in this field in order to develop a new DAIWA swimsuit. In coopera-
tion with the leading producer for swimsuits and safety clothing in England 
we developed 2 swimsuits that fully satisfy the demand for high quality and 
safety aspects for fishing in Norway and Iceland as well as the hard con-
ditions in the winter.The TEAM DAIWA swimsuit is available as one piece 
as well as two piece version (jacket and bib‘n brace) and captivates by is 
wearing comfort. The outer material made of 210D nylon is very supple and 
sturdy and gives good mobility. Of course the TEAM DAIWA swimsuits are  
totally wind- and water-proof. (WP 10.000 rating!) By the special inner Taslon  
lining, the suit offers even for great cold pleasant and warm wearing  
comfort. All pockets are created to avoid water running into it when it 
is raining or there is froth. Of course the TEAM DAIWA swimsuits are in  
accordance with all European rules for conception of swimsuits. The Team 
Daiwa swimsuits is supplied together with a TEAM DAIWA transportation 
bag.
Outer material:100% nylon, insulation: 100% poyester
Transportation bag: 100% poyester

TEAm DAIWA FLoATATIoN sUIT

Art.-No. size
18510-010 S
18510-020 M
18510-030 L
18510-040 XL
18510-050 XXL
18510-060 XXXL

OVERALL
Art.-No. size
18510-110 S
18510-120 M
18510-130 L
18510-140 XL
18510-150 XXL
18510-160 XXXL

TWO-PIECE SUITE

Art.-No. size
18202-120 M
18202-130 L
18202-140 XL
18202-150 XXL
18202-160 XXXL

With removable arms. Suits all 
seasons due to removable arms. 2 
inner and outer pockets with zip.
Outer material 100% polyester 
250g/m2, PU coated 
Insulation 100% nylon taffeta 190T

TEAm DAIWA FLEECE jACkET

Art.-No. size
18204-120 M
18204-130 L
18204-140 XL
18204-150 XXL

Exclusive DAIWA fleece jacket with 
integrated wind stopper, consisting 
of breathable PU coating. Features  
2 side pockets and knitted cuffs.  
Colour olive green.
Material: 100% polyester, PU coa-
ted

INFINITY WINDPRooF FLEECE jACkET

Art.-No. size
18250-020 M
18250-030 L
18250-040 XL
18250-050 XXL

Very fashionable fleece jacket 
with wind proof membrane. 
Features 2 side pockets with 
zipper and adjustable cuffs. 
The critical areas on the  
shoulders and elbows are 
strengthened with Rip Stop 
material to receive better pro-
tection. The rip-stop material 
is water repellent an can easily 
be cleaned.
Material: 100% Polyester 
PU coated

WINDbREAkER FLEECE jACkET
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Splash water resistant!
Briefcase for keeping documents. The water resistant material 
and the water proofzippers protect the documents also when it 
rains or when the humidity is high.

Material: 100% polyester 250g/qm

Holds off the wind very well and 
avoids cooling.
Material 100% polyester

Art.-No. size
18200-000 uni

TEAm DAIWA 
NECk WARmER

TEAm DAIWA 
FLEECE hAT

Art.-No. size
18200-001 uni

INFINITY Q Cap
Material: 100% cotton

TEAM DAIWA 
Cap
Material: 100% cotton

Art.-No. size
18400-002 uni

Art.-No. size
18400-001 uni

The best protection for your superior 
reels. Protects against dirt and  
damage. Outstandingly manu- 
factured with Team Daiwa design.
Made of 100% polyester, 
PVC coated.

Solid rod bag with hard, shock 
absorbing cover for 2 mounted 
rods with padded shoulder straps 
and carrying handle. With an  
additional large outer pocket for 
umbrella, landing net etc. and 
an additional smaller pocket for 
banksticks etc. Shaped plastic 
bottom.
Material: 100% Polyester, 
PVC coated

Art.-No. size
18110-240 140 cm
18110-270 150 cm
18110-300 162 cm

Art.-No.
18014-001

TEAM DAIWA 
Patch
Material: 100% nylon.

Art.-No. size
18411-000 10x5cm

DAIWA Document Bag

Art.-No. size
18405-000 19x14cm

hARD CovER 
RoD bAG

TEAm DAIWA REEL bAG

Art.-No. size
18290-020 M
18290-030 L
18290-040 XL
18290-050 XXL

Art.-No. size
18290-120 M
18290-130 L
18290-140 XL
18290-150 XXL

Art.-No. size
18291-120 M
18291-130 L
18291-140 XL
18291-150 XXL

Art.-No. size
18291-020 M
18291-030 L
18291-040 XL
18291-050 XXL

Colour: blue

Colour: Black

Colour: Navy blue Colour: blue

NEW

NEW

TEAm DAIWA hooDIE

TEAm DAIWA T-shIRT

PRomoTIoN ARTICLEs

Stylish hoodie with zipper and 
Team Daiwa® logo. Can be 
worn at the water or as street-
wear. Material: 80% cotton, 
20% polyester.

Modern Team Daiwa® promotion-shirts with long sleeves. Material: 100% cotton


